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Essays on Coordination Games

Zahra Gambarova

Abstract

This thesis consists of three chapters on coordination games.

The first chapter studies how the existence of Imitators in population affects the
success of the threshold public good production. Threshold models require at least
m out of n players to form a team to produce a public good. We model the dynam-
ics of contribution decisions when the population consists of Best-responders and
Imitators. We show that the existence of Imitators improves the feasibility of pro-
duction only when Imitators are willing to join the team in the early stages. The
production even when achieved is not necessarily optimal. When the number of
Imitators is high, contributions exceed the efficient level.

In the second chapter, we test how subjects in lab divide attention between public
and private information when they need to coordinate (or anti-coordinate) their
actions on the unobserved state. Subjects are provided with one public and one
private piece of information about the state in the form of noisy signals and asked
to assign a weight to each information type. The public signal is perfectly corre-
lated, whereas private signals are independent or partially correlated. We find that
subjects weigh private signal less when they need to coordinate. However, they do
not increase the weight in the anti-coordination game. Even though subjects do not
play the optimal strategy in the anti-coordination game, they react to correlation
in private signals as predicted by theory. Correlated signals attract higher weight
in coordination, and lower weight in the anti-coordination game, relative to the
independent private signals.

The third chapter is a model of information supply to players who want to coor-
dinate their actions on the unobserved state. A profit-maximizing monopolist de-
signs a discriminating mechanism to extract higher surplus from the buyers with
different valuations for the information. We show that the buyer with the high-
est valuation always receives a fully informative signal. The quality of the signal
offered to the low valuation buyer is a continuous and increasing function of the
frequency of low types. Correlation in actions causes externalities in prices; each
type is also willing to pay for the precision of the signal received by their partner.
When there is a high probability of meeting the low type, accuracy of low type’s
decision increases the high type’s payoffs. Hence a low type receives a positive
amount of information.
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CHAPTER 1

Stochastic Evolutionary Dynamics of Public Goods Provision by

Selfish and Reciprocal Types

Abstract. Experimental evidence suggests that some subjects hold recipro-

cal, non-selfish preferences in public good games. This paper studies the

dynamics of threshold public good production when the population con-

sists of both selfish and reciprocal types. Threshold production models re-

quire at least m out of n players to join a team to produce a good which

benefits everybody. With selfish players production takes place only if it

is privately feasible; it is optimal for one player to pay the cost alone. We

show that the existence of reciprocal types can improve the feasibility of

production relative to the homogeneous population with selfish types only,

or actually can make it worse under certain circumstances. The production,

even if achieved, will not necessarily be optimal.

1. Introduction

The production of certain public goods requires a specific number of people to

coordinate to form a team. One example of this is the threshold production of

public goods with binary actions (Palfrey and Rosenthal, 1984). Public goods are

provided only if critical number, exactlym out of n players contribute money, time,

effort and other resources towards production. A self-interested player has an

incentive to join the team only if his contribution is pivotal for success. Incentives

not to contribute are associated with the ”the fear of losing”, if less than m−1, and

”incentives to free ride” if more than m players contribute.

Empirical evidence reveals the existence of heterogeneously motivated subjects in

voluntary contribution games. While some participants in experiments are mate-

rial payoff maximizers, the majority are reciprocal types whose contribution de-

cision depends on what others do. In this paper, we study the dynamics of the

threshold public goods game when the population is heterogeneous. Some play

best-response to the current distribution of strategies to maximize payoff, whereas,
8



1. INTRODUCTION 9

the second group are reciprocators, who choose to conform to a certain type of be-

haviour. The analysis of the stochastic process provides answers to the following

questions. Can the team coordinate to provide the public good? If yes, then who

are the members of the successful team? Does production take place at an efficient

level?

Threshold games have one equilibrium where no one, and multiple equilibria

where exactly m out of n players contribute towards the production. Static so-

lution concepts applied to coordination games face an equilibrium selection prob-

lem. Stochastic evolutionary dynamics can predict which of these equilibria is

played in the long run (Foster and Young, 1990; Kandori, Mailath, and Rob, 1993;

Young, 1993): small mistake probabilities allow a dynamic strategy revision pro-

cess to move from any configuration of strategy choices to any other with positive

probability. In the long run, as the probability of a mistake vanishes, the process is

locked into a ”stochastically stable state”.

Myatt and Wallace (2008a,b, 2009) study the stochastic evolutionary game dynam-

ics of threshold production models. Each period one player is randomly chosen

and given a chance to update his strategy choice. The strategy played is a myopic

best-reply, that is, the player best-replies to the current strategy profile. The player

is also allowed to make a mistake and choose a non-best-reply with some small

probability. Under this specification, the success of teamwork depends on the rel-

ative ease of forming the team versus its destruction. They show that the good is

produced if and only if it is ”privately feasible”. A good is privately feasible if it

would be optimal for one person to pay the costs of all m players. The benefits

from individual consumption outweigh the total cost.

Vega-Redondo (1997) argues that evolutionary dynamics should not be viewed

simply as an instrument for equilibrium-selection. He demonstrates that under

dynamics other than best-response, evolutionary models can produce an interest-

ing behaviour which does not correspond to Nash equilibrium. Results of exper-

iments support this argument by revealing the existence of behavioural types in

the population.
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There are two persistent findings across experiments on public good games 1: 1)

subjects contribute 40%−60% of their endowment in the first round of the one-shot

public good game. Contributions decrease in further rounds, but stay above 0; 2)

subjects contribute more when they believe others’ will do so. The decay in the

contributions is explained by mistake in choices and other-regarding preferences

(Andreoni, 1995; Palfrey and Prisbrey, 1997; Kurzban and Houser, 2002).

There is vast evidence in the literature showing cooperation decision is affected by

others’ actions. Keser and Van Winden (2000); Ashley, Ball, and Eckel (2002); Cro-

son and Marks (2000); Neugebauer, Perote, Schmidt, and Loos (2009) find a correla-

tion between beliefs about others and cooperative behaviour in the lab experiment.

Moreover, this correlation is persistent across belief elicitation methods, cultural

and other dimensions 2 Evidence from field experiments also consistent with these

results. Frey and Meier (2004); Heldt (2005); Martin, Randal, et al. (2005); Shang

and Croson (2009) find that subjects donate more when they believe others did as

well.

Experimental results on the public good game cannot be explained by one type

of behaviour. Findings suggest the existence of heterogeneous types. Fischbacher,

Gächter, and Fehr (2001) observe that in a linear public good game a quarter of

subjects can be classified as free riders, whereas 50 percent are conditional coop-

erators, and the rest shows more complicated behavioural patterns. Kurzban and

Houser (2005); Burlando and Guala (2005); Muller, Sefton, Steinberg, and Vester-

lund (2008); Fischbacher and Gächter (2010) also find similar results. Even though

the proportion of types differs across experiments, the general finding is that the

population consists of heterogeneous types.

The results from a few experiments run on the threshold public good games were

similar to the linear models. Isaac, Walker, and Thomas (1984); Marwell and Ames

(1979, 1980, 1981); van de Kragt, Orbell, and Dawes (1983); Dawes, Orbell, Sim-

mons, and Van De Kragt (1986) find that subjects voluntarily contribute 40 − 60%

of their endowments in the public good. They also find that subjects are more

likely to cooperate if they estimate the probability of being critical is high. Schram,

1See Davis and Holt (1993); Ledyard (1995); Offerman (1997); Ostrom (2000) for a survey of public
good experiments.
2See Chaudhuri (2011); Gächter (2006) for a survey of experiments.
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Offerman, and Sonnemans (2008) classify subjects taking part in threshold public

good experiment as individualists and cooperators.

Taking into account the evidence from experiments we model threshold public

good production with 2 types of the population; selfish and reciprocal types. Self-

ish (S) types maximize material payoff. They contribute to production only if piv-

otal. Reciprocal (R) types contribute only if l others do as well. Several variations

of behavioural types are considered in the literature. Our model can accommo-

date several types by changing the value of parameter l. If to set l = 0, R types

are altruists(A) who gets satisfaction from the act of contribution. If 0 < l < m, R

types are conditional cooperators (CC) who contribute given l others contribute as

well. If l ≥ m, R types are in-group cooperators (IC) who gets satisfaction if good

is provided and they are members of the team providing the good.

Does the presence of R types increase the success of production? As stated before,

with only S types, collective action is successful under the private feasibility con-

dition. As it turns out, having a single R type in the population changes this result.

When R types are altruists and can produce good, production always takes place,

private feasibility condition is not required for success. When altruists can not

provide the good, or R types are conditional cooperators, production takes place

under different conditions than private feasibility. Production can fail even if pri-

vate feasibility is satisfied. When R types are in-group cooperators, and cannot

provide the good alone production never takes place.

How does the existence of R types affect the efficiency of production? R types can

cause two types of inefficiency. When production takes place, a higher number of

R types cause overcontribution. All reciprocal players join the team causing an in-

efficient level of contribution. Overcontribution does not necessarily increase the

quality or quantity of the good. From the examples provided above, more than the

required number of appeals to police or votes do not improve the result. Or imag-

ine the donation of money for some cause. Once the target level has been raised,

the additional amount could be contributed to another cause. If reciprocal types

form a team which does not satisfy the production threshold, there is undercontri-

bution. The good cannot be produced and contributions are wasted.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is a description of the un-

derlying game and characterization of the game dynamics. The evolving play is
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characterized by the state space, strategy revision rule and transition probabilities

between the states. Section 3 starts with the introduction of solution concepts used

to predict the long-run outcome of the process. We also present the outcome of

the model with homogeneous selfish types which are used as a benchmark model.

Later, we show how results change relative to the benchmark model when few Im-

itators are added to the population. Section 4 presents the welfare analysis of the

public good provision with a heterogeneous population. The results are summa-

rized in the conclusion section.

2. The evolution of the discrete public goods provision

Game. The underlying game is a threshold public goods game. Threshold

public goods require a specific number of players to coordinate to produce a good

which is public in nature (Palfrey and Rosenthal, 1984). Let N = {1, 2, ...., n} be set

of players who want to coordinate to produce a discrete public good. Each player

i chooses zi ∈ {0, 1}, where zi = 1 is to contribute and zi = 0 is not to contribute

towards the production. Decision made by all players generates a pure strategy

profile z ∈ Z ≡ {0, 1}n. In the proceeding discussion of the process z is a ”state of

a play” from the state space Z.

There is a production threshold m which shows the minimal level of participation

required to produce the good. Let’s also denote |z| =
∑

i∈N zi for the total number

of players who choose to contribute. Production takes place only if |z| ≥ m, exactly

m or more players out of n coordinate to produce a good which gives equal benefit

v to all players. The cost of contribution towards public good production is c,

where by assumption v > c > 0. The payoff to a utility-maximizing player i

generated by the strategy profile z takes the form:

ui(z) = v × I|z|≥m − zic,

where I is the indicator function, which takes the value 1 if |z| ≥ m and 0 other-

wise. Payoffs are positive when production is successful; ui(z | |z| ≥ m) > 0. If

less than m players choose to contribute each of them receives −c, while payoff to

others is 0. If more thanm players choose to contribute, each of them receives v−c,

while others, who free-ride, receive v.
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This game has
(
n
m

)
+ 1 pure-Nash equilibria, where either no one or exactly any m

players out of n join the ”team of contributors”.

Next, we describe the dynamics of interaction among players. Noisy participation

decisions generate a stochastic process. The long-run outcome of the process is

determined from the analysis of the stochastic process.

One-step-at-a-time strategy revision process. Play evolves according to a one-

step-at-a-time strategy revision process. At each period t a player i is randomly

chosen from the population and given a chance to revise his strategy. The proba-

bility of more than one player being chosen is equal to 0. The chosen player selects

a strategy from the strategy set zi ∈ {0, 1} based on the current strategy distri-

bution zt ∈ Z and the strategy revision rule, which will be described next. The

decision made by the chosen player i generates the strategy profile for the next

period zt+1.

Strategy revision rules. There are two types of players in the population ac-

cording to the rule they revise strategy. The set of players is divided into 2 subsets

and defined as N = {S,R}. Players from the subset S = {1, 2, ..s} are selfish types

(S types). Players chosen from the subset R = {s+ 1, s+ 2, ..n} are reciprocators (R

types).

If a revising player is of type S, he chooses myopic best-reply to the current strat-

egy profile. S types choose to contribute if they achieve higher utility from the

contribution than from deviation: ∆ui = ui(zi = 1) − ui(zi = 0) > 0 for i ∈ S. It is

optimal for such player to join the team if it already hasm−1 members, |z| = m−1,

and his contribution is pivotal to form a team of m members. Production process

with S types is described in figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. Dynamics with S types
s - number of S, m - production threshold.

R are behavioural types and they do not optimize material payoff. Instead they

make a decision according to what others do. R type’s decision is a binary choice

to join the team or not depending on the current state and the threshold l. If l or
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more contributors are already in the team, the player i ∈ R also joins them, zi = 1,

otherwise does not, zi = 0. Production process with R types is described in figure

2.
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FIGURE 2. Dynamics with R types
(n-s) - number of R, l- reciprocation threshold.

The state space. To keep track of the strategy distribution over time it is useful

to describe the state spaceZ. There are only two action choices available to players,

therefore keeping track of the players who play zi = 1, for each type, is enough to

infer the number of players who play zi = 0. The space Z is partitioned into a

different set of states

Zx,y = {zt ∈ Z :
∑
i∈S

zit = x, and
∑
i∈R

zit = y},

where zt is a current state of play, y is the number of R types and x is the number

of S types who play zi = 1. (x, y) shows the number of contributors by each type,

but doesn’t reveal the identity of the contributors; any x out of s S types, or any

y out of n − s R types can be the contributors. Each state z with exactly (x, y)

number of contributes belongs to the set z ∈ Zx,y. The total number of contributors

is |z| = x+ y.

Birth-death process. Each player i ∈ N receives an opportunity to revise his

strategy with an equal probability 1/n. After each revision, the state is updated. If

a revising player i ∈ N who was not in the team at time t is chosen and decides

to join, zit = 1, the state moves ”up” by one step. On the other hand, if one of

the team members decides to drop out, zit = 0, the state moves ”down”. Strategy

revision process moving up and down between states by one step each period

yields birth-death process.

The state can also transfer to itself if a player who is already contributing is chosen

and decides to contribute again, or a non-contributing player chooses not to con-

tribute. Player i making a choice is locked-in to that choice until the next random

revision opportunity arrives.
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Transition probabilities. The transition probabilities are characterized by two

events: who gets the revision opportunity and which strategy is chosen by the

revising player.

The state moves up in the x dimension, if an S type player is chosen from outside

the team with probability s−x
n

, and decides to contribute. This player chooses zit =

1 with probability 1 − dS if the current state is zt = {zt ∈ Zx,y|x + y = m − 1}.

For all other states, the contribution is not a best-reply, occurs with a small birth

probability bS .

Pr[zt+1 ∈ Zx+1,y | zt ∈ Zx,y] =
s− x
n
×

1− dS x+ y = m− 1,

bS otherwise.

The state moves down in the x dimension when an S type player from the team

is chosen to revise with probability x
n

, and decides to quit. If the current state is

zt = {zt ∈ Zx,y|x + y = m} choosing zi = 0 is not a best-response, and happens

with a small death probability dS . For all other states, to quit is a best-response and

happens with a probability 1− bS .

Pr[zt+1 ∈ Zx−1,y | zt ∈ Zx,y] =
x

n
×

dS x+ y = m,

1− bS otherwise.

When a player is chosen to revise his strategy is of type R, the state Zx,y changes in

y dimension. Contribution incentive of R types is determined by the reciprocation

threshold l. If the current state is zt = {zt ∈ Zx,y|x+ y ≥ l} they choose zi = 0, and

they choose zi = 1 for all zt = {zt ∈ Zx,y|x+ y < l}.

The state moves up in y dimension when the revising player of R type starts to

contribute. There is n−s−y
n

probability that an R type player is chosen from outside

the team. If the current state is zt = {zt ∈ Zx,y|x + y ≥ l}, he plays zi = 1 with

probability 1−dR. In all other states, zi = 1 is played with a small birth probability

bR.

Pr[zt+1 ∈ Zx,y+1 | zt ∈ Zx,y] =
n− s− y

n
×

1− dR x+ y ≥ l,

bR otherwise.

The probability of selecting an R type from the team is y
n

. He leaves the team with

a small death probability dR if the current state is zt = {zt ∈ Zx,y|x + y > l}. In all
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other states to quit is an optimal strategy and happens with probability 1− bR.

Pr[zt+1 ∈ Zx,y−1 | zt ∈ Zx,y] =
y

n
×

dR x+ y > l,

1− bR otherwise.

A state transits to itself in two cases: 1) with probability x
n

an S type, and with

probability y
n

an R type is chosen from the team and they choose zit = 1 again;

Pr[zt+1 ∈ Zx,y | zt ∈ Zx,y] =
x

n
×

1− dS x+ y = m,

bS otherwise.
+
y

n
×

1− dR x+ y > l,

bR otherwise.

2) with probability s−x
n

S type, and with probability n−s−y
n

R type is chosen from

outside the team and they choose zit = 0 again.

Pr[zt+1 ∈ Zx,y | zt ∈ Zx,y] =
s− x
n
×

dS |zt| = m− 1,

1− bS otherwise.
+
n− s− y

n
×

dR |zt| < l,

1− bR otherwise.

Birth and death probabilities arise from noisy responses. Noiseless process (ε = 0)

is path-dependent. The process is locked in one of the absorbing states depending

on the first state it started from. Having noise allows the process to escape absorb-

ing set of states with positive probabilities bS, bR, dS, dR. Therefore, any state can

be reached with positive probability (irreducibility) and any state can transfer to it-

self (aperiodicity). The resulting Markov process Pε is ergodic. For ergodic chains,

there exists a unique ergodic distribution over the state space Z, irrespective of

where the play started,

pz = limt→∞Pr[zt = z],

where pz is the frequency the state z is observed in the long run. With small, but

non-zero mutation probabilities system still spends most of the time in its limit

states (absorbing states of the noiseless process).

When the error probability vanishes, that is ε→ 0, distinctive behaviour emerges.

As noise vanishes some set of states are easier to reach and harder to leave than

others. There exists z such that limε→0 pz → 1 in the limiting distribution, such

state z is called a stochastically stable state (SSS) (Foster and Young, 1990; Kandori,

Mailath, and Rob, 1993; Young, 1993).

Birth and death rates. In the limit, as ε→ 0, these small birth and death prob-

abilities vanish with different birth and death rates, which causes state-dependent
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mutations as in Bergin and Lipman (1996). Hence, only probabilities that disap-

pear slowly matter.

Myatt and Wallace (2003) assume that transition probabilities vanishes at expo-

nential rate 3, and call these transition rates ”exponential cost” of a probability, E .

In the current model, E(bi) = βi, where βi is the ”birth cost” of a revising player

i ∈ {S,R} moving up the state by mistake; and E(di) = δi, where δi is the ”death

cost” of a player i ∈ {S,R} moving down the state by mistake. The transition

probabilities that are positive under the noiseless process do not vanish. These

transitions have zero exponential cost: E(1− bi) = E(1− di) = 0.

Let’s take two neighbouring states z ∈ Zx,y, and z 6= z′, such that z′ differs from

z by only one revision process in either dimension. Denote the cost of transition

between these two neighbouring states by Ezz′ ≡ E(Pr[z → z′]). Then by applica-

tion of the properties of E , transition probabilities decline with the following rates

(Please see appendix A.1 for the properties of the exponential cost function):

z′ = Zx+1,y ⇒ Ezz′ =

0 x+ y = m− 1,

βS otherwise.

z′ = Zx,y+1 ⇒ Ezz′ =

0 x+ y ≥ l,

βR otherwise.

z′ = Zx−1,y ⇒ Ezz′ =

δS x+ y = m,

0 otherwise.

z′ = Zx,y−1 ⇒ Ezz′ =

δR x+ y > l,

0 otherwise.

The relative size of βi and δi defines which transitions are more likely in the limit.

3If the state space is finite, and the chance of observing any state is positive, the probability distri-
bution over the state space can be represented as an odd ratio (Blume, 2003). Whereas odd ratios
can be written in an exponential form. Myatt and Wallace (2003) represents the odd of ratios by the
following exponential form:

1− bi
bi

= exp
(βi
ε

)
and

1− di
di

= exp
(δi
ε

)
where i ∈ {S,R}. (1)

This implies, as ε→ 0 the odd of ratios behave as the exponential function does.
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3. Public good provision in the long run

There are two methods used in literature to identify SSS. One of them is the ”tree

surgery” method popularized by Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993); Young (1993).

The second is ”radius-coradius” technique proposed by Ellison (2000).

Tree-surgery technique is based on the analysis of ”the set of trees rooted at z”.

Let each limit state to be the nodes of the complete directed graph. Imagine all

states z′ 6= z are joined through the directed graph in a way that each of them has a

unique successor. All sequences lead to the root z which has no successor. Denote

such a tree h. There are several ways a tree rooted at z can be constructed. For

example, take three nodes a, b, c. It is possible to construct three a-trees: (1) b → a,

and c → a, (2) c → b → a, and (3) b → c → a. The set of all possible trees rooted at

z is denoted by Hz.4

Exponential cost of each tree is the sum of the transition costs Eh =
∑

(z,z′)∈h Ez,z′ .

With abuse of notation, denote the exponential cost of the least cost tree rooted at z

by E(z) = minh∈Hz Eh. The stochastic potential of the state z is the least cost among

all z-trees E(z). After the stochastic potential is calculated for each state, they are

compared. If E(z) < E(z′) for all z 6= z′, then z is the stochastically stable state of

dynamics.

Ellison (2000) offers an alternative ”radius-coradius” technique to find SSS. The

”radius” of a limit state is the cost of escaping from it. The ”coradius” is the cost

of returning to the limit state from other states. The difference between radius

and coradius of the state determines the ”attractiveness” of the state. The most

attractive state among all limit states is a SSS.

”Radius-coradius” method provides only sufficient conditions, whereas, ”tree surgery”

method also provides a necessary condition for the stability of the limit state.5 Nev-

ertheless, the later can provide better intuition to explain the results. In this pa-

per, the results are proved in Appendix A.2 with ”tree surgery” method, and in

the main text, we provide an intuition of some results with the ”radius-coradius”

method.

4The formal description of the tree-surgery method can be found in Appendix A.1.
5Myatt and Wallace (2008b) provide an example, where the former method fails to predict the
outcome.
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Benchmark model. When there are no R types in the population, n = s, the

play is characterized by best-response dynamics only. The limit states of dynamics

are z ∈ Z0,0 and all states z ∈ Zm,0, where a different combination of m players

form a team. Myatt and Wallace (2008a,b, 2009) shows that the teamwork succeeds

if limε→0

∑
z∈Zm,0

pz → 1.

To find the condition for team success radius and coradius of a state z ∈ Z0,m

are compared. The formation of a team from z ∈ Z0,0 requires m − 1 players to

contribute when it is not optimal, and for the last mth player, it is a best-response

to join them. The radius of the state is (m−1)βS . It takes only one member to leave

by mistake to disrupt the team. Once he leaves, it is optimal for the rest to quit.

The coradius of such team is δS . From the comparison, teamwork succeeds when

(m− 1)βS < δS .

If to model the behaviour of selfish types by quantal-response function, stochastic

stability is related to the private feasibility condition (Myatt and Wallace, 2008b).

Under this specification βB = c, and δB = v. The stochastic stability condition is

equivalent to the ”private feasibility” condition, v > mc. It means the production

is successful only if it is optimal for one player to provide the good alone.

New model. In the new environment, n − s of R types with a reciprocation

threshold l are added to the population of S types. All possible teams that can

emerge in this environment are revealed from the analysis of limit sets. The limit

sets of the system are presented in the following proposition.

LEMMA 1. Limit sets of the system are Z0,0, Zm,0, Z0,n−s and Zm−(n−s),n−s.

1 for 0 = l < m the possible limit sets are Z0,n−s and Zm−(n−s),n−s.

2 for 0 < l < m the possible limit sets are Z0,0, Z0,n−s and Zm−(n−s),n−s.

3 m ≤ l the possible limit sets are Z0,0, Zm,0, and Z0,n−s.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. First, we show that all possible limit states belong to the

sets z∗ ∈ {Z0,0, Zm,0, Z0,n−s, Zm−(n−s),n−s}. Then we show how the set changes ac-

cording to the relative size of m and l.

1) If it is optimal for an S type to contribute then all of them join the team. Other-

wise, all of them stay out. Hence there cannot exist a limit state with the number
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of S types different than 0 and n − s. The limit states belong to the set z ∈ Zx,y,

where either y = 0, or y = n− s.

If no S type joins the team, y = 0, R types form a team with exactly 0 ormmembers.

The limit sets are Z0,0 and all Zm,0, where exactly m out of s players of S type join

the team.

When all R types are already in the team y = n−s, S types stay out when n−s > m

and the good is already successfully produced. The limit set Z0,n−s emerges from

this case. Only if n − s < m, R types are not able to produce the good alone, a

different combination of m − (n − s) S types join the team to support them. This

leads dynamics to the limit states in Zm−(n−s),n−s.

Hence, the limit states belong to the set z∗ ∈ {Z0,0, Zm,0, Z0,n−s, Zm−(n−s),n−s}.

2) When l = 0, all R types join the team with zero cost. Hence the states with 0 num-

ber of R types cannot be limit states. The set of limit states is z∗ ∈ {Z0,n−s, Zm−(n−s),n−s}.

When l ≤ m, Zm,0 can’t be a limit state, because |z| = m ≥ l; it is optimal for any R

type the team. The set of limit states is z∗ ∈ {Z0,0, Z0,n−s, Zm−(n−s),n−s}.

When l ≤ m, Zm−(n−s),n−s can’t be a limit set, because |z| = m < l; it is optimal for

any R type to quit such team. The set of limit states is z∗ ∈ {Z0,0, Zm,0, Z0,n−s}. �

When the population is heterogeneous, one of the teams of all S types, of all R

types or the joint team of all R and some S types can emerge. The success of each

team depends on the exponential cost of forming versus destruction of this team.

Let’s denote the following notations for convenience:

• z ≡ z0, for all z ∈ Z0,0, is a state where no one participates in production;

• z ≡ z†, for all z ∈ Zm,0, is a state where exactly m S types are in the team;

• z ≡ z�, for all z ∈ Z0,n−s, is a state where all R types are in the team;

• z ≡ z‡, for all z ∈ Zm−n+s,n−s, is a state where S and R types form a team

together.

There are several theories about the behaviour of reciprocal types. Three of them

can be captured in this model by the change in parameter l. If l = 0, R types

are altruists (A). A types get utility from the act of contribution, irrespective of

the success of the production. If 0 < l < m, R types are conditional cooperators

(CC). CC types contribute to the production only if others do as well. If l ≥ m, R
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types are in-group cooperators (IC). IC get utility only if the good is produced and

they contributed to production themselves. We discuss the results for each type

separately.

Altruists: When l = 0, R types contribute to the production process irrespec-

tive of what others do. The state space is described in figure 3:
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FIGURE 3. Construction of the team with A types
s - number of S, (n-s) - number of R, m - production threshold, l- reciprocation threshold, • - limit set.

PROPOSITION 1. When R types are Altruists, l = 0,

(1) For m ≥ n− s, the good is produced if [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS < min[δS, δR];

(2) for m ≤ n− s, the good is always produced.

From lemma 1, when R types are A, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z�, z‡}. When m ≤

n − s, the second set disappears. The only limit state is z�, where the good is

provided by the team of all R types irrespective of the birth-death costs. A types are

always willing to contribute towards the production, and they from the successful

team if there are enough number of them, or the public good is is not expensive.

When m > n − s, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z�, z‡}. The team at z� cannot provide

the good as the production threshold has not been met. Only the joint team of all

R types and m − (n − s) S types can provide the good if [(m − 1) − (n − s)]βS <

min[δS, δR].

First, we show that the joint team z‡ consisting of all R types, and m − (n − s) S

types dominates any other team with m members. Next, we examine conditions

that guarantee the success of this team.

Let’s take any state z‡, and z′ = {z′ ∈ Zx,y|x + y = m, z′ 6= z‡}. There is a zero cost

path from z′ to z‡. By construction l < m, hence it’s optimal for an R type from
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outside to join the team and replace one of the S members. This iteration continues

until there are no R types left outside. At this stage the state is z‡. The path in

the opposite direction requires the R members to leave overcoming δR, and being

replaced by S players from outside. From the comparison, the state z‡ is more

attractive. The good is produced by the joint team of S and R types.

To form the team from z0, initially, all R types join with zero cost forming a team

of R types at state z�. Next, (m − 1) − (n − s) S types join, overcoming βS . Since

there are exactly m − 1 players in the team now, it is optimal for the last S type to

join them as well. The radius of such a team is [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS .

The team collapses when one of the members leave overcoming the death cost.

Since there left m − 1 players, it is optimal for all S types to leave as well. The

cheapest way out of the state z‡ is the death of type with the least death cost. The

coradius of such a state is min[δS, δR].

Comparison of the radius and coradius reveals that the good is produced only if

the condition [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS < min[δS, δR] is satisfied. Otherwise, the SSS is

z�, where production fails as not enough members joined the team.

The existence of A types helps to team formation relative to the homogeneous

population. Especially, when A types can provide the good by themselves, m ≤

n− s, production is always successful. When m > n− s, the success of production

requires [(m−1)−(n−s)]βS < min[δS, δR] to hold. If min[δS, δR] = δS , this condition

is a milder version of private feasibility. If min[δS, δR] = δR, production can fail

even under private feasibility condition, unless [(m−1)−(n−s)]βS < δR is satisfied.

Conditional Cooperators. When 0 < l < m, R types are conditional coopera-

tors (CC). The state space is described in figure 4.
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FIGURE 4. Construction of the team with CC types
s - number of S, (n-s) - number of R, m - production threshold, l- reciprocation threshold, • - limit set.
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PROPOSITION 2. When R types are conditional cooperators, l < m,

(1) For l ≥ n− s, the good is produced if

[(m−1)−(n−s)]βS +Il>(m−1)−(n−s)× [l−(m−1)+(n−s)] min[βS, βR] < min[δS, δR];

(2) For l < n− s < m, the good is produced if

[(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS < min[δS, δR], and

[(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS + lmin[βS, βR] < min[δS, δR] + (n− s− l)δR;

(3) for l < n− s, and m ≤ n− s, the good is produced if

lmin[βS, βR] < (n− s− l)δR.

Here we only discuss part (3) of proposition 2. Proofs for other results can be found

in Appendix A.2.

From lemma 1, when R types are CC, the limit states are z∗ = {z0, z�, z‡}. When

l < n− s and m ≤ n− s the last set of states disappears. The good either produced

by the team of all R types or not produced at all. Next, we examine conditions

required for the success of such a team.

To form the cheapest team from z0, initially, l players with the cheapest birth cost

join the team, overcoming min[βS, βR]. Since now there are exactly l members, it is

optimal for the rest of R types to join them. Once all R types have joined, S types

quit if min[βS, βR] = βS . The radius of such a team is lmin[βS, βR].

This team consists of R types only. It collapses when n − s − l members leave

overcoming the death cost δR. Once only l members left in the team, any R type

chosen from the team observes l − 1 and chooses to quit with zero cost followed

by others. The coradius of such team is (n− s− l)δR.

Comparison of the radius and coradius reveals that the good is produced if

lmin[βS, βR] < (n− s− l)δR. Otherwise, the SSS is z0, where no type contributes to

production.

In this example, the effect of CC types on production is not directly comparable.

Even if production is privately feasible, teamwork can fail unless the new condi-

tion holds.
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In-group cooperators. When l ≥ m, R types are in- group cooperators (IC),

join the team after m players are ready to produce the good. The state space is

described in figure 5.
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FIGURE 5. Construction of the team with IC
s - number of S, (n-s) - number of IC, m - production threshold, l- reciprocation threshold, • - limit set.

PROPOSITION 3. When R types are in-group cooperators, l ≥ m,

(1) For m ≤ s and m < l, the good is produced if either (m − 1) min[βS, βR] <

min[βR, δS], or (l − 1) min[βS, βR] < (n− s− l)δR + min[βR, δS];

(2) For l < n−s, andm > s orm = l, the good is produced if (m−1) min[βS, βR] <

(n− s− l)δR;

(3) For l ≥ n− s, and m > s or m = l, the teamwork always fails.

From proposition 3, collective action fails when l ≥ n− s, and m > s or m = l. Un-

der this parameter values, the only limit state is z0, and it attracts all probabilities

in the limit as errors vanishes.

To understand the reason behind let’s assume l = m, and exactlym players formed

a team with some positive cost, and the current state is any z = {z ∈ Zx,y|x + y =

m}. As m = l any R type can join the team with zero cost. After each R types joins,

it is optimal for an S type to leave. The process repeats until all R types are already

in the team. Then any R type chosen from the team to revise drops out with zero

cost, and the state moves to z0 with zero cost. The coradius of the team is 0. The

comparison reveals that the team cannot be stable under any conditions. Hence

when R types are IC, l ≥ n− s, and m > s or m = l, production never takes place.

Let’s assume the private feasibility condition is satisfied and S types can form a

team to provide the good. In this example, adding even one IC type to the pop-

ulation can fail otherwise successful team. This example shows that the existence
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of behavioural types can have a damaging effect on the production of the public

good.

4. Social welfare analysis

In this section, we discuss how behavioural types affect the efficiency of produc-

tion. Let’s denote the utilitarian welfare of the state z by w(z). In the long run, each

z is observed with probability p(z). The expected welfare is W =
∑

z∈Z pz × w(z).

In the limit, SSS attracts all probability. The expected welfare reduces to W = w(z).

The outcome of the discrete public goods game with heterogeneous population

induces the following welfare function:

w(z) =



0 if z = z0,

nv −mc if z = {z†, z‡}

nv − (n− s)c if z = z� and m < n− s,

−(n− s)c if z = z� and m ≥ n− s.

Social welfare is zero when players fail to coordinate. With homogeneous S play-

ers, production fails only if it is not privately feasible. With R types, production

can require additional conditions, or can fail irrespective of the cost. This is the

first type of inefficiency caused by the existence of the behavioural types.

The public good is provided at an efficient level when exactly m players form a

team of producers. This outcome is achieved when the states z†, and z‡ are SSS, all

S types or joint team of S and R types form a team to produce the good.

When the good is provided by R types only, at z�, social welfare is less than opti-

mal. This means there is an overcontribution of the public good. Overcontribution

is the second type of inefficiency caused by the existence of R types, as it is not ob-

served in the benchmark model. For nv > (n − s)c, this outcome is still desirable,

but less efficient than the production with exactly m contributors.

When n− s < m, social welfare is negative. R types form a team, but cannot meet

the production threshold. All contributions are wasted. Undercontribution is the

fourth type of inefficiency related to R types.
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With homogeneous S type population, the good is either produced by exactly m

players or not produced at all. Hence successful production takes place at an ef-

ficient level. With R types, the success of team formation is not the only concern.

Reciprocator dynamics are extreme, either all R types join the team, or none does.

There is a potential problem of ”overcontribution”, which arises if more than m

members contribute, n − s > m, and ”undercontribution” of the public goods, if

less than m members contribute towards the production, n−s < m. In the game of

discrete public goods without reimbursement, any cost above m is wasted. Hence,

the success of collective action is not the only concern of a social planner.

5. Conclusion

Experiments run on public good games reveals that players do not contribute at

the equilibrium level. This evidence is explained by the existence of behavioural

types who do not hold selfish preferences. In this paper, we analysed the evolution

of collective action under heterogeneous population.

When everybody in the population optimizes monetary payoff, players manage to

produce the public good if it is privately feasible. The production, if successful,

takes place at an efficient level. When behavioural types are added to the popula-

tion the result changes.

The first message of the paper is that the existence of behavioural types with un-

selfish preferences does not always improve the provision of the public good. We

find that when behavioural types are altruists or conditional cooperators, the pub-

lic good can be produced under more relaxed conditions than private feasibility,

but it can also require additional assumptions. With in-group cooperators, the pro-

duction can fail irrespective of the cost-benefit. Hence, behavioural types do not

always increase the chances of production, but can also harm an otherwise suc-

cessful team. Even when the production is successful it comes at a cost. When the

number of R types is sufficient to provide the good alone, it is produced at less

than efficient level.

Experiments on public good games test how the change in the number of the over-

all population, the value of the public good, and monetary cost of contribution

affects the provision process. In our model, the production is affected by the level
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of noise in best-responses, the composition of the population, and the threshold

levels.

The noise level in best-responses affects the state observed in the long-run. Hence

it is useful to model how noise is added to the decision process. Noise can arise

from mistakes. One natural assumption is that S players make more mistakes in

low-income states, and less in high-income states. Quantal-response function cap-

tures this assumption naturally, hence it is a candidate to model S dynamics. The

behaviour of R types can be modelled by mistake models, where a player choose

a non-best-reply action with some small fixed mistake probability. The detailed

discussion of the choice rules which incorporate mistake can be found in Blume

(1995, 2003).

Contribution decision of S types is affected by the production threshold m. Recip-

rocal types, however, based their choices on the reciprocation threshold. Hence the

relative magnitude of both parameters can change the results.

Not only threshold levels, but also the number of players of each type has an im-

pact on the outcome. With homogeneous S population, like in (Myatt and Wallace,

2008b), as long as s > m, the number of players do not have any influence on the

stability conditions. In this model, however, even when s > m the number of R

types affects the results.



CHAPTER 2

Experiment on the Value of Information in Beauty-Contest Game

Abstract. This paper tests the social value of information in the Keyne-

sian beauty contest game in the lab. Players have two objectives, to be as

close as possible to the unobserved fundamental and, at the same time,

to coordinate (anti-coordinate) with other players. We test in the labora-

tory how subjects divide attention between public and private informa-

tion when choosing an action under different strategic environments. We

find that when subjects want to coordinate they weigh private informa-

tion less, which is consistent with theoretical predictions. In contrast, we

fail to observe the behaviour described by theory in the anti-coordination

game, where private information attracts more significance. Even though

subjects do not play best-response strategy in the anti-coordination game,

under both environments they react to the correlation in private signals

following the theoretical predictions.

1. Introduction

This paper tests the social value of information in the economic environment re-

quiring its participants to coordinate on some common objective. We ask subjects

to play a Keynesian beauty contest game where they are provided with one pub-

lic and one private piece of information about the unknown state in the form of

noisy signals. The public signal is commonly observed by everyone, whereas pri-

vate signals can be independent or partially correlated. After the signals realized,

subjects are asked to choose an action based on the information available to them.

The strategy faced by subjects is to assign the weight to each information type.

The experiment aims to understand how subjects in the lab use information under

different strategic environments, and if they internalize correlation in their signals.

We find that subjects in the lab assign equal weights on the public and private

information when the task is to guess the fundamental state. When the task is to
28
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guess the state and to be closer to their partner at the same time, they reduce the

weight on the private information consistent with theory. However, the subjects in

the lab do not increase the weight on private information when the task is to avoid

the partner. The reaction to the correlation in private signals is consistent with the

theory. Correlated signals attract higher weight in coordination, and lower weight

in the anti-coordination game, relative to the independent private signals.

Most of the daily life activities require people to coordinate on some common ob-

jective. These situations can be represented by a beauty-contest game. The termi-

nology ”Beauty contest” comes from the parable introduced by Keynes (1936). The

reader of the newspaper should choose the prettiest faces among the introduced

photos, but at the same time, they need to guess the most popular answer given

by others. There are two forms of uncertainty in this game: to guess the state cor-

rectly (fundamental motive) and to predict the behaviour of others (coordination

motive). When subjects face uncertainty about the state and others’ belief about

it, the success of their actions depends on the use of the information available to

them.

According to the theory, when players form beliefs about unobserved fundamen-

tal they weigh information from different sources according to their precisions.

However, when decision-makers are also interested in the actions of others, they

overreact to public information because of its dual nature. The public information

conveys guidance about the fundamental, and at the same time, about the beliefs

of others. Overreaction to low-quality public information can reduce the welfare

of society by causing bubbles and financial crises. The central bank and other gov-

ernment bodies disclosing important information related to public policy should

consider the effect of their announcements. Hence, it is essential to understand

how individuals perceive the difference in the nature of information and how they

react to those differences.

Our experiment is based on the model of beauty contest game described in Mor-

ris and Shin (2002), and Myatt and Wallace (2014). The game is captured by a

linear-quadratic pay-off function. Players need to guess the unobserved state of

the world, at the same time to be as close as possible (or as far as possible) to other

participants. They are given information about the state in the form of noisy sig-

nals. The signal observed by everyone is public, and the signal observed by each
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player alone is private information. Players choose how much they value each in-

formation. They choose an action which is the linear combination of two pieces of

information they have. The weight put on signals depends on the relative impor-

tance of fundamental and coordination (anti-coordination) motives.

In Morris and Shin (2002) public and private signals are used to form a belief about

the unknown state. When the motive is to guess the state they attract equal weights

in equilibrium. In the presence of coordination motive players also want to know

what others do. It is optimal to attach a higher weight to the public information.

When the motive is to anti-coordinate with others, then private information be-

comes more valuable, and attracts higher weight in equilibrium.

Myatt and Wallace (2014) present a model with correlated private signals which

contains Morris and Shin (2002) as a special case. Once the private information be-

comes correlated in Myatt and Wallace (2014), the previous results are weakened.

The correlated private signals attract higher weight than independent in the co-

ordination game. In the anti-coordination game, correlated private signals attract

lower weight in comparison to the independent signals.

This is one of the recently evolving topics in microeconomic theory and has found

broad application in fields, such as oligopolistic competition, frictions in financial

markets, central bank communication, and many others. Since the existing theories

have the potential of being applied in a variety of economic situations it is useful

to test their predictions in the controlled lab environment.

Our goal is to test the value of public information in the controlled lab environ-

ment. Subjects are given one public and one private piece of information and asked

to assign importance to each. The decision is made in three different environments;

when their actions are not related, strategic complements or substitutes. Private

signals were independent at some sessions and partially correlated at others.

The predictions of the theory are stated as three hypotheses. The first hypothe-

sis is the subjects form Bayesian beliefs, they assign equal weights to public and

private information when the task is to guess the state. We can not reject this hy-

pothesis. The second hypothesis is the weight on private information is decreasing

with coordination motive. This hypothesis can not be rejected for the coordination

game. Subjects decrease the weight assigned to the private information compared

to the control treatment. We cannot find the evidence for the predictions in the
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anti-coordination game. Subjects increase the weight assigned to the private in-

formation, but this effect is not significant. The last hypothesis is that subjects

internalize the correlation in their signals. This hypothesis cannot be rejected. The

weight on independent signal decreases faster than the weight on the correlated

private signal.

Related literature. This paper is related to several strands of literature on lab

experiments. First, it’s a contribution to the previous tests of the K-beauty contest

game with the exogenously given information. Second, we test how subjects react

to the correlation in their signals. And the last, we contribute to the discussion

of the difference in the ability to learn to play equilibrium between the games of

strategic substitutes and complements.

Cornand and Heinemann (2014) test the hypothesis that subjects attach larger

weight to the public than to private information if they have the incentive to co-

ordinate their actions in the lab. They find that, indeed, subjects assign a larger

weight to public information as coordination motive increases, but the effect is

smaller than equilibrium predictions. They lean towards coordinating on the pub-

lic signal but do not achieve full coordination during the session. Similar results

obtained by Dale and Morgan (2012), the low-quality public signal decreases social

welfare, but less than predicted by theory.

After confirming that the weight on public information increases with coordina-

tion motive, next Baeriswyl and Cornand (2016) test how this weight changes with

the precision of the signal. The precision of the signal is measured by its variance.

The lower variance implies higher precision. Consistent with the first experiment,

the weight assigned to the public information tends to increase in the coordination

game. The weight increases further when the signal is more precise.

Boun My, Cornand, and dos Santos Ferreira (2017) proposes the theory of endoge-

nous coordination motive and tests the reverse hypothesis that the coordination

motive increases in the precision of the public signal. More precise public signals

decrease the coordination uncertainty and hence increase the preference to play a

coordination game. The results are consistent with the theory; when fundamen-

tal uncertainty is larger than coordination uncertainty, players tend to put more

weight on coordination motive. However, the reverse hypothesis does not hold, as
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players put more weight on coordination motive even when coordination uncer-

tainty is bigger.

The first aim of this experiment is to test the theory in a different environment. The

existing theory provides unique predictions given the normality of the distribution

signals are drawn from and the linearity of the strategies used by players. In pre-

vious experiments on K-beauty contest game signals are drawn from the uniform

distribution. In our design, all signals are taken from a normal distribution. In pre-

vious experiments, subjects submit their action choice and weights on the signals

are estimated from the observed behaviour. We control for the strategies by asking

to assign the weights to the signal realizations. Hence all subjects use the linear

strategy and we observe the weights directly.

Additionally, we test the behaviour in Keynesian beauty contest game when ac-

tions are strategic complements, as well as when they are strategic substitutes.

The importance of each motive depends on the environment the theory is applied

to. An important application of the beauty contest game is a firm choosing ac-

tions when his profit depends on the unobserved demand, his price and price set

by other firms competing in the industry. The action of firms competing on price

as in Bertrand competition are strategic complements because the firms are will-

ing to set a high price, but also they want to do it together (Myatt and Wallace,

2015). Cournot competition is the game of strategic substitutes, as firms compet-

ing on quantities are willing to produce more given the other firm produces less

(Myatt and Wallace, 2018). According to Fehr and Tyran (2008) subjects learn to

play equilibrium faster in the game of strategic substitutability, than in comple-

mentarity. Previous experiments on the value of information concentrate on the

game of compliments only. Taking into account the striking difference between

the two games and the importance of substitutes games on its own it is important

to analyse the predictions of the model in the anti-coordination dimension as well.

Finally, we test the reaction to the partially correlated information. Our informa-

tion environment is closer to the Goeree and Offerman (2003) and Bayona, Brandts,

and Vives (2016), who show that subjects do not internalize the correlation in their

values while bidding. Our experiment is different in several dimensions. First,

in previous experiments, subjects should react to the realization of several signals

at each period. We design an environment where the public information is fixed,
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only the realization of the private signal differs across the rounds. Hence, within a

treatment, subjects need to react to the changes in the realization of private signal

only. The difference in the weights between independent and correlated signals

captures the effects of correlation only. The second difference arises from the com-

plexity of the strategic environment. In models tested previously, the choice is

affected by the number of market participants and risk attitudes of the subjects.

In K-beauty contest game, the decision parameter is not affected by either of these

factors. This allows observing the effect of correlation directly. Theoretically, the

results with any number of players are expected to hold generally.

Another difference from previous experiments is the subject pool. In previous ex-

periments, only the subjects from the technical background were recruited. Our

participants are students majoring in diverse areas, such as music, archaeology,

finance, and mathematics, and so forth. The diverse subject pool makes the pre-

dictions of the experiment applicable to a broad range of economic situations.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The theoretical background and

the hypothesis tested in the experiment are described in section two. The exper-

iment design is presented in section three. The results from the experiment are

introduced in section four. The chapter ends with the conclusion section.

2. Theoretical Background

The model of interest is a quadratic pay-off ”beauty contest” game presented in

Myatt and Wallace (2014). There are L players, each l ∈ L simultaneously chooses

an action al ∈ R and receives payoff according to utility function:

ul = ū− (1− γ)(al − θ)2 + γ(al − ā)2. (2)

where, θ is a fundamental state common to everybody, and ā =
∑

l′ 6=l al

L−1
is the aver-

age action taken by all l′ ∈ L, such that l′ 6= l.

Players’ objective is to be close to the underlying state variable and to the aver-

age action taken by others. Parameter γ ∈ (−1; 1) determines the preference for

matching with others relative to being closer to the true state. If γ = 0, the only

objective is to guess the true state θ. If γ = 1, it becomes a pure coordination game,

where the only motive is to match with other players, and θ becomes irrelevant.

For other values of γ, both fundamental and coordination motives are present. The
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sign of γ also affects the nature of the game. For γ ∈ (0; 1) it is the game of strategic

complementaries, where matching others is payoff increasing. For the γ ∈ (−1; 0)

incentive is to take the action different from others, which is the game of strategic

substitutes.

If θ is common knowledge, for γ ≥ 0 the optimal action is to choose al = θ, which

generates the maximum achievable payoff. However, in the absence of common

knowledge, each player l forms belief about the fundamental, El[θ], and the aver-

age action taken by others, El[ā].

The expected utility of a player l depends on the proximity of his action al to the

unobservable state variable θ, and to the action chosen by other players ā =
∑

l′ 6=l al

L−1
.

From the optimization of (2) the best-reply strategy for each l is:

al = (1− γ)El[θ] + γEl[ā]. (3)

Information. All players share the common belief θ ∈ (−∞,+∞) about the

state variable. Additionally, each receives signals xil ∈ Rn
+ from n different infor-

mation sources.1 A signal from the information source i observed by player l has

the following structure:

xil = θ + ηi + εil, where ηi ∼ N(0, κ2
i ) and εil ∼ N(0, ξ2

i ). (4)

Each signal is observed with some common error ηi, and private error εil. Hence

signals are distributed normally xil ∼ N(θ, σ2
i ), where σ2

i = κ2
i + ξ2

i . The precision

of each signal is measured by 1
σ2
il

; lower σ2
il implies better precision.

Conditional on θ, signals are independent across n information sources. But obser-

vation of each source is correlated across players;

cov[xil, xil′|θ] = ρiσ
2
i , where ρi =

κ2
i

κ2
i + ξ2

i

.

Given (4), expectation about fundamental is E[θ|xl] =
∑n

i=1
1
σi

2
xil. The precision

term is sufficient to form beliefs about the fundamental. However, to form beliefs

on ā the knowledge of correlation among signals is required as well. Correlation

coefficient, ρi ∈ [0, 1] is the measure of the publicity of information source. ρ = 1

when the signal is commonly observed by everyone, hence it is public in nature.

1The assumption of improper prior simplifies calculations. It is without loss of generality, and can
be avoided by making one of n signals perfectly correlated for everyone.
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This case is obtained by setting ξ2
i = 0. ρi = 0 when signals are independent, and

obtained by setting κ2
i = 0. For the interim values ρ ∈ (0, 1) the signals are partially

correlated across players.

Equilibrium analysis. By taking expectations of (3), the best-reply action al ≡

A(xl), is a linear combination of two expectations:

Al(xl) = (1− γ)E[θ|xl] + γE[Al(x
′
l)|xl]. (5)

From normality assumption the first term is linear. For symmetric players using

linear strategies there exists a unique linear equilibrium of the game.

The linear strategy can be represented as:

Al(xl) =
n∑
i=1

ωixil,where
n∑
i=1

ωi = 1. (6)

Given the linear specification, the strategy of player l is to choose ωi ∈ Rn, the

weight assigned to each signal i.

The equilibrium weight assigned to each signal can be found by taking expec-

tations of (2) and maximizing with respect to ωi. Maximizing (2) is identical to

minimizing the Loss function:

min(1− γ)E[(al − θ)2] + γE[(al − ā)2] (7)

After substituting the strategy (6) in (7) and taking expectations the optimization

problem becomes:

min
ω

n∑
i=1

ω2
i

(
(1− γ)κ2

i + ξ2
i

)
+ γ

n∑
i=1

κ2
i

[
ωi −

∑
l′ 6=l ωi

L− 1

]2

subject to
n∑
i=1

ωi = 1. (8)

Here we skip derivations and present the results directly. More detailed calcu-

lations can be found in Appendix B.1. The optimal weights ωi which solve the

problem (8) are:

ωi =
ψ̂i∑n
j=1 ψ̂j

, where ψ̂i =
1

(1− γ)κ2
i + ξ2

i

. (9)

From (9), signals with higher variance attract lower weight in equilibrium. γ in-

fluences w through the common noise parameter κ2
i . Recall that, for κ2

i 6= 0 signals
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are correlated, and independent signals are obtained by setting κ2
i = 0. As γ in-

creases, the weight assigned to the correlated signal also increases. Whereas, the

change in γ does not influence the weight assigned to the independent signal. In

equilibrium, players who want to coordinate their action choices, assign a higher

weight to the correlated relative to the independent signals.
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FIGURE 1. The relation between the equilibrium weights and coor-
dination motive.

The figure represents equilibrium weight on private signal for the parameter values i ∈ {1, 2}, and
σ2
1 = σ2

2 . Blue line represents the weight on independent signal, ρ = 0. Red line represents the weight on
correlated signal, ρ = 0.6.

Figure 1 shows the relation between the coordination motive, and the weight as-

signed to private signal. There is only one public and one private signal available

to the players, i ∈ {1, 2}, and signals are similar in precisions, σ2
1 = σ2

2 . y axis

represents the weight assigned to the private signal, ω, and x axis is the coordina-

tion parameter γ. Red line shows the equilibrium weight assigned to correlated

(ρ = 0.6), blue line shows the equilibrium weight assigned to independent (ρ = 0)

private signal. As can be seen from the figure, ω is decreasing in γ. The function of

ω is steeper for independent relative to the correlated signal.

The model gives clear predictions under the assumption of rationality and ex-ante

symmetry of players, which can be tested in an experiment. We run an experiment

to test the following hypotheses:

H1: The first hypothesis is, given precisions are equal when the strategic motive is

absent subjects put equal weights on public and private information.

This hypothesis could not be rejected by the previous experiments on K-beauty

contest game with a different design (Cornand and Heinemann, 2014). We will use

this hypothesis as a benchmark to compare our results with the previous work. It

is also a control treatment to test the next hypotheses.
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H2: The second hypothesis is the weight assigned to private information decrease

in coordination motive. According to the theory, as coordination motive increases,

players assign lower weight on private information. In contrast, the weight on

private information increases when anti-coordination motive increases.

According to Fehr and Tyran (2008) subjects in the lab learn to play the equilib-

rium strategy in the games of strategic substitutes faster, than the games of com-

plements. They explain this finding by the difficulty of optimization in coordina-

tion games. They divide subjects into the high types, who are rational, and low

types, who cannot optimize their strategies. In the game of complements, rational

players want to mimic low types, therefore, there is a deviation from equilibrium.

However, in the games of substitutes, it is optimal to respond to the low types tak-

ing optimal actions. Cornand and Heinemann (2014) show that subjects decrease

the weight on private information in the K-beauty contest game with coordina-

tion motive. We are going to test if subjects play equilibrium strategies in both

domains.

H3: According to the theory, the weight on independent signal decreases faster

than the weight on the correlated signal. The last hypothesis is, players can inter-

nalize the correlation in their signals.

This hypothesis was tested mainly by the literature on bidding in auctions, and

recently, by Bayona, Brandts, and Vives (2016) testing how sellers submit supply

function in the oligopoly competition when their costs are correlated. The previ-

ous literature cannot find evidence to support this hypothesis. We check a similar

hypothesis with a different underlying game.

3. Experimental Design

In this section, we present the values assigned to the parameters and describe the

hypothesis formally.

We run an experiment to test if ω observed in the lab behaves as predicted by

theory in (9). The data on ω is collected for different values of treatment parameters

γ and ρ. The values assigned to each parameter are described below.
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L = 2; there are only two players. This restriction affects neither qualitative nor

quantitative predictions of the model. Instead, it simplifies the environment and

helps to observe the treatment effect better.

n = 2; each subject receives two signals. The first, i = 1, is a perfectly correlated

(public) signal, and the second, i = 2, is a partially correlated or independent

(private) signal. As there are only two signals, the notation ωi can be simplified by

denoting the weight on the public signal by 1 − ω, and the weight on the private

signal by ω.

The public signal, ρ1 = 1, is generated by setting κ2
1 = 100, ξ2

1 = 0, and σ2
1 =

κ2
1 + ξ2

1 = 100. These specifications do not change throughout the experiment.

Whereas, ρ2 is a treatment parameter, so we can simplify the notation by setting

ρ2 ≡ ρ.

ρ can take one of two possible values ρ ∈ {0, 0.6}. The independent signal, ρ = 0,

is generated by setting κ2
2 = 0, ξ2

2 = 100, and σ2
2 = κ2

2 + ξ2
2 = 100. The partially

correlated signal, ρ = 0.6, is generated by setting κ2
2 = 64, ξ2

2 = 36, and σ2
2 =

κ2
2 + ξ2

2 = 100. As can be seen, the precision is equal for all signals, correlation is

the only treatment parameter. We choose the same correlation level as in Bayona,

Brandts, and Vives (2016) to make predictions comparable across two experiments.

The second treatment parameter is γ ∈ {−1, 0, 0.9}. When the strategic motive is

absent γ = 0. For the anti-coordination game γ = −1, and the coordination game

γ = 0.9.2

Treatments are described in table 1. To test how ω reacts to the change in γ, we fix

ρ. T0 and T3 become control treatments. The data from T1 and T2 are compared

to T0, and T4 and T5 are compared to T3. To test the reaction of ω to change in ρ, γ

is fixed, and T0, T1 and T2 become control treatments. The data from T3, T4 and

T5 is compared to the observations from control treatments.

TABLE 1. Treatments

γ = 0 γ = 0.9 γ = −1
ρ = 0 T0 T1 T2
ρ = 0.6 T3 T4 T5

2The optimisation problem has a solution for γ = −1. When γ = 1 equilibrium is not unique, hence
we could not choose this parameter value.
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Let’s denote the weight observed in the lab by ωγ,ρ; where γ, ρ takes parameter

values chosen for the treatment. Simple ω stands for the weight taken from any

treatment. Theoretical predictions are denoted by ω∗γ,ρ. Given the chosen param-

eter values, theoretical predictions of w∗ (in percentage) for each treatment, are

shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Equilibrium weights

w∗ γ = 0 γ = 0.9 γ = −1
ρ = 0 50 9 67
ρ = 0.6 50 19 55

Given the parameters described above, we test the following hypothesis:

H1. For all values of ρ, the following is true: ω0,ρ = 0.5. To test if subjects form

Bayesian beliefs in the simple environment (H1), at first, the average weight from

T0 and T3 is compared to the equilibrium predictions, w∗0,ρ = 0.5. The null hypoth-

esis is the average weights from theory and data are equal. The alternative is the

weights are different.

H0: ω0,ρ = 0.5;

Ha: ω0,ρ 6= 0.5.

H2. ω decreases as γ increases. For H2, the average weight from T0 is treated as

control data. To test the behaviour in coordination domain, the weight from T1 is

compared to the control data. For the anti-coordination game the weight from T2

is compared to the control. The same procedure is done for the correlated signals.

T3 is treated as a control treatment, the data from T4 and T5 are compared to T3.

The null hypothesis is there is no difference between the weights. The alternative

hypothesis is, weights decrease in the coordination, and to increase in the anti-

coordination treatment.

H0: ω0.9,ρ = ω0,ρ and ω0,ρ = ω−1,ρ for each value of ρ;

Ha: ω0.9,ρ < ω0,ρ and ω0,ρ < ω−1,ρ for each value of ρ.

H3. ω0.9,0 < ω0.9,0.6; and ω−1,0 > ω−1,0.6. H3 is tested by comparing the average

weights between T1 and T4 for coordination, and between T2 and T5 for the anti-

coordination treatments. This test is valid if there is no significant difference be-

tween T0 and T3. The null hypothesis is there is no difference between the weights.
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The alternative hypothesis is the average weight increases from T1 to T4 and de-

creases from T2 to T5.

H0: ω0.9,0 = ω0.9,0.6; and ω−1,0 = ω−1,0.6;

Ha: ω0.9,0 < ω0.9,0.6; and ω−1,0 > ω−1,0.6.

To test hypotheses we run the following experiment. Subjects are paired in groups

of two and play a K-beauty contest game. Before making a decision they observe

two signals. The first signal is a common prior about the fundamental. At each

period the fundamental is chosen randomly from N(100, 10). This prior is public

information. No one knows the exact value of the fundamental, but everybody

knows the distribution it is drawn from. Each player also receives a private signal,

which shows the fundamental with some error drawn from N(0, 10). Subjects are

asked to assign weights on the public and private information they observe. The

game is played under the treatment parameters described above. (Instructions can

be found in appendix B.3.)

The public signal is 100 for all rounds because the fundamental is always chosen

from the normal distribution with a mean 100. The realization of the private signal

is different at each round because a new state and error is drawn every period. As

public information is fixed, the change in the weights is affected by the realization

of the private signal only. This design was chosen to simplify the decision-making

process by reducing the changes in the environment. Subjects are required to react

to the change in the private signal only.

The experiment runs for 4 sessions. Each session consists of three stages, each

running for 10 rounds. The treatments in each session are described in Table 3.

TABLE 3. The overview of the sessions

Sessions Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
1 T0 T1 T1
2 T3 T4 T4
3 T0 T2 T2
4 T3 T5 T5

Rounds 10 10 10

In stages 1 and 2, participants are paired with a computer always playing the op-

timal strategy and asked to make a decision. There is no strategic interaction in

stage 1. It is designed to check if subjects form Bayesian beliefs. The difference in
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behaviour between stages 1 and 2 reveals the reaction to the strategic environment.

In stage 3 subjects are paired with another participant anonymously and play the

next 10 rounds as a team. The strategic motive is the same as in stage 2, while the

partner is a real player.

Previous experiments (Cornand and Heinemann, 2014; Bayona, Brandts, and Vives,

2016) do not observe the equilibrium outcome in the lab, they also cannot find any

pattern of learning. They suggest that subjects best-respond to the level-k beliefs

they hold about their partners. We introduce another explanation in this experi-

ment. In previous experiments, subjects face new signals and new partners every

period. Learning to best-respond and forming a belief about a partner who also

learns at the same time is challenging. It is not clear whether subjects fail to best-

respond or to form correct beliefs. We choose the computer as a partner to control

for beliefs and observe the change strategy only in stages 1 and 2. The comparison

of stages 2 and 3 shows if subjects manage to form beliefs about their partners.

After each round participants are given information about the true state, other

players’ actions, and their payoffs. Feedback is presented to induce learning ef-

fect. After the experiment participants are asked to fill in the questionnaire about

personal information and were paid in private.

4. Experimental Results

The experiment was run at the EXEC laboratory at the University of York. Partic-

ipants were students randomly chosen from various disciplines across the univer-

sity. In the start of the session, instructions were read aloud. Students were asked

to answer comprehension questions before proceeding to the choice stage. Over-

all, 60 students participated in 4 sessions. Each session lasted for 90 minutes and

subjects earned 11 GBP on average. All sessions were run using the experimental

software z-tree (Fischbacher, 2007).

One limitation of the experiment is the number of subjects. We cannot make strong

predictions due to the small sample size. Nevertheless, each subject is an indepen-

dent observation as they play against a computer in the first two stages.

At first, we test the main hypotheses. Next, we analyse the learning pattern from

the dynamics of the observed behaviour.
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4.1. Analysis of behaviour. In this subsection, we compare the observed w

across treatments to test the hypotheses 1−3. We also compare the average w from

experiment to equilibrium predictions to find the direction of deviations.

For H1, at first, we check if the average ω0,ρ from all T0 and T3 are statistically

similar. Then the average weights are compared to the theoretical predictions.

Result 1.1: For γ = 0, there is no significant difference among the weights attached

to the private signals among all sessions.

Kruskal-Wallis test cannot reject the equality on weights among four sessions at a

p-level of 0.32.

To test H1, the average ω0,ρ is compared to the ω∗0,ρ = 50.

Result 1.2: For γ = 0, subjects assign equal importance to private and public infor-

mation consistent with theoretical predictions.

For the overall data, this hypothesis cannot be rejected using two-tailed Wilcoxon

signed-rank test at a p-level of 46.6% and signtest at a p-level of 51.2% (Please see

Table 1 in appendix B.2 for p-values).

RESULT 1. when γ = 0 the weights assigned on public and private information are con-

sistent with theory. Subjects form Bayesian beliefs in a simple environment.

This result has two practical implications. In the simple environment, γ = 0, the

data is statistically similar to the theoretical predictions. Based on this result, we

use T0 and T3 as control and check the deviations from control in the coordination,

and anti-coordination treatments.

The result for H1 is consistent with the predictions of Cornand and Heinemann

(2014). Both experiments cannot reject the hypothesis that subjects assign equal

weights on public and private information. In general two experiments differ in

the design. Given result 1, behaviour in the coordination treatment can be com-

pared across experiments.

For H2, we check how ω reacts to the change in γ, for coordination and anti-

coordination motives separately.

Result 2.1: In the coordination domain the weight on private information decreases,

but less than predicted by theory.
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To test the behaviour in the coordination domain, the weights from coordination

treatment are compared to the baseline (γ = 0). One-sided signtest rejects the

equality of weights in favour of the alternative hypothesis. The weight on pri-

vate information decreases in the coordination treatment relative to the baseline

for both independent ( at a p-level of 0% ) and correlated information ( at a p-level

of 5.6% ) sessions (See Table 2 in appendix B.2 for p-values).

Even though subjects decrease weights in coordination domain, one-sided sign-

test rejects the equality of weights to the equilibrium predictions in favour of the

alternative. The weight on private information is higher than the predictions at a

p-level of 0% (See Table 1 in appendix B.2 for p-values).

Behaviour in the anti-coordination domain is checked similarly, ω0,ρ is compared

to ω−1,ρ.

Result 2.2 In contrast with theory, the weight on private information does not in-

crease with anti-coordination motive. Moreover, the weight assigned to private in-

formation is significantly different from the weight predicted by equilibrium strat-

egy.

Two-sided signtest cannot reject the equality of weights between the control and

anti-coordination treatments at a p-level of 12.1% for independent, and 33.1% for

correlated signal treatments (See Table 2 in appendix B.2). Hence subjects do not

adjust the weight in the anti-coordination domain accordingly.

In the anti-coordination game, one-sided signtest rejects the equality of weights

from the equilibrium predictions in favour of the alternative hypothesis. Subjects

assign lower weights than predicted at a p-level of 1.1% for independent and 9%

for correlated information treatments (See Table 1 in appendix B.2).

From the results, weights on private signals are lower than the predictions. It

means weights in the anti-coordination game are closer to the baseline treatment.

Hence we also cannot reject the equality between control and treatment weights.

RESULT 2. Subjects decrease the weight on the private signal in the game of coordination.

The adjustment of weights is not statistically significant in the anti-coordination game.

Overall, the behaviour in the coordination domain is consistent with the results

of Cornand and Heinemann (2014). Subjects decreased weight on private informa-

tion, but do not play equilibrium. The behaviour in the anti-coordination treatment
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has not been tested, hence we cannot compare the results directly to any previous

test.

Finally, H3 is tested in 3 steps. Correlation in signals does not affect the weights in

the baseline treatment. The first step is to check if the data satisfy this requirement.

Result 3.1: For γ = 0, there is no significant difference between the weights attached

to the independent and correlated private signals.

The equality of weights between independent and correlated information, for the

baseline treatments, could not be rejected by two-sided MW test at a p-level of

71.1%. (See Table 3 in appendix B.2).

Next, we check if the subjects internalize correlation in their signals in the coordi-

nation game. By theoretical predictions, ω0.9,0 > ω0.9,0.6.

Result 3.2: For γ = 0.9, the weight attached to the independent signal is higher than

the weight on the correlated signal, as predicted by theory.

Two-sided Mann-Whitney rank-sum test rejects equality of weights on indepen-

dent and correlated information in coordination treatment at a p-level of 1%. Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test also rejects the equality in favour of the alternative hypothesis. The

weights are higher in correlated treatment at a p-level of 2.7% (See Table 3 in ap-

pendix B.2).

The third step is to verify the effect of correlation in the anti-coordination game.

Result 3.3: For γ = −1, the weights attached on independent signals are smaller

than the weights on correlated signals as predicted by theory.

Two-sided Mann-Whitney rank-sum test rejects the equality on weights between

independent and correlated information in anti-coordination treatment at a p-level

of 2%. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test also rejects the equality in favour of the alterna-

tive hypothesis that weights are lower in correlated treatment at a p-level of 0.9%

(See Table 3 in appendix B.2).

Combining all 3 steps, we get the following result for the H3.

RESULT 3. Subjects react to correlation in their signals as predicted by theory. In coordina-

tion domain, correlated signals attract higher, in anti-coordination domain lower weights

than independent signals.
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Result 3 contradicts to the findings of Bayona, Brandts, and Vives (2016) who does

not observe adjustments in actions when signals are correlated. One possible rea-

son for the difference in the results is the complexity of the strategic environment.

In the oligopolistic market presented in of Bayona, Brandts, and Vives (2016) the

decision is affected by the number of players and risk attitudes of players. In K-

beauty contest game the number of the players and the risk attitudes do not af-

fect the equilibrium behaviour. The observed behaviour can be generalized to the

game with any number of players.

4.2. Learning. In this subsection, we study the evolution of weights in the

data. For that reason, the data from the sessions are divided into blocks of 5 pe-

riods. There are two blocks in each stage, and 6 blocks in general. We check the

changes between each block, and the direction of the adjustment, for coordination

and anti-coordination sessions separately.

The evolution of w in the coordination session is shown in Figure 2, separately for

private and correlated signal treatments.

FIGURE 2. Evolution of weights in the coordination game

The aggregated weights from the coordination sessions are compared and p-values

are presented in table 4 in appendix B.2. The table reveals two significant adjust-

ments in the coordination sessions. First, the weights from the third block are

lower than the second block with a p-level of 0%. This is the effect of adjusting

weights between baseline to coordination treatment. Even though the weights are

decreased, they are still higher than the theoretical predictions. The weights de-

crease further from the third to the fourth block with a p-level of 0%. The second

adjustment is a sign of learning in the second stage. There are no significant ad-

justments in the last stage.

The evolution of w in the anti-coordination session is shown in Figure 3, separately

for private and correlated signal treatments.
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FIGURE 3. Evolution of weights in the anti-coordination game

The aggregated weights from the anti-coordination sessions are compared and p-

values are presented in table 5 in appendix B.2. According to the table there is only

one significant adjustment between the first and the second blocks. There is no

other statistically significant evidence of adjustment.

RESULT 4. Subjects learn to play equilibrium in the coordination games, however, they do

not show a clear learning pattern in the anti-coordination games.

The data shows that subjects demonstrate a clear pattern of learning in the coor-

dination game but fail to do so in the anti-coordination game. This contradicts

results from similar experiments, where subjects did not learn to best-response. In

our experiment, leaving the partner stable across rounds creates a better environ-

ment for learning. Even when faced with real partners, subjects continue to learn

and play the optimal strategy in the last rounds.

Our results also contradict to the findings in Fehr and Tyran (2008), where subjects

demonstrate better learning patterns in the games of strategic substitutes. How-

ever, the results are not directly comparable across two experiments, as the under-

lying games are different. It suggests that the results from the previous experiment

could be specific to the underlying game. The second possible explanation for our

results is the choice of parameters. In the coordination game, the difference in op-

timal weights between baseline and coordination treatments are relatively larger,

than in the anti-coordination treatments. The third explanation is a failure to best

respond in the anti-coordination game. In the questionnaire, some subjects write

that, private information does not help them to understand what their partner

is doing, hence they assign more importance to public information in the anti-

coordination treatment. This shows that subjects want to know what others know

to be able to avoid them.
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5. Conclusion

We test the value of information in the K-beauty contest game. Theory predicts

that in the presence of coordination motive players overuse public signal. While

with the anti-coordination motive players value private signal more. These results

weaken when private signals become partially correlated.

The data from our experiment confirms the predictions for the coordination game.

However, we fail to find evidence for the behaviour in the anti-coordination game.

It suggests that the effect of public announcements can be adjusted by changing

the degree of commonality in the signals in the coordination environment.

For future research, we plan to test the theory when information is costly as in

Myatt and Wallace (2012), and Hellwig and Veldkamp (2009). In this models, the

strategy of each player is to choose ”how much” private information to purchase

(i.e., to pay to increase the precision of the private signal) and what weight to as-

sign to the purchased signal. In an experimental setting, the decision is made in

two rounds. At first, subjects decide on how much information they are going to

acquire (choose the precision of the private signal), then assign the weight to the

realized signal in the next round. We acknowledge that the environment becomes

complex for the subjects with a non-technical background, and consider two possi-

ble solutions. The underlying game can be simplified by considering a game with

a binary state {θ1, θ2} and binary action choice {a1, a2}. Or the participants can be

restricted to the pool of students with a technical background. The second solution

does not violate the generality of the predictions, as people making a decision in

markets are professionals who understand technical details.

Some subjects in experiment write in the questionnaire that private signal does not

help to guess the behaviour of the partner, hence they assign a lower weight to that

signal in the anti-coordination game. This contradiction is also observed in the pre-

dictions of Myatt and Wallace (2012), and Hellwig and Veldkamp (2009). The first

paper predicts players want to know what others don’t when actions are strate-

gic substitutes. Whereas, predictions of the second is that players want to know

what others know to avoid them. This is another open question for future research.



CHAPTER 3

How to Sell Information in Coordination Games

Abstract. A profit-maximizing monopolist sells information to the data

buyers who want to coordinate their actions on the unobserved state.

The seller constructs a discriminating mechanism to extract higher surplus

from the buyers with heterogeneous valuations for the information. We

show the buyer with the highest valuation always receives the fully infor-

mative signal. But the quality of the signal offered to the low valuation

buyer is a continuous and decreasing function of the frequency of high

types.

1. Introduction

This chapter studies the incentives of a monopolist data seller to provide informa-

tion on the strategic environment. Two players are required to coordinate their

actions on the unobserved state. Players do not know the true realization but can

acquire information from the monopolist who perfectly observes the state. The

monopolist designs a revenue-maximizing mechanism which maps the quality of

the traded information to the price. We ask what quality of information is traded

in the market and what price is charged for each quality.

Players face two problems; they need to form beliefs about the state, and at the

same time to coordinate their actions. The monopolist observes the state and can

act as a coordination device. Using the language of communication games, players

(agents) communicate through the monopolist (principal). Interaction between the

principal and agents can take a complex form. According to the Revelation princi-

ple if there exists an outcome of the game with some possibly complicated interac-

tive mechanism, then this outcome can also be implemented by a direct revelation

mechanism (Myerson, 1979, 1982; Gibbard, 1973). In this simple mechanism, play-

ers report their types, transfer payments according to the revealed type and receive

action recommendations from the principal which determines the outcome.
48
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In our model, the principal is a revenue-maximizing monopolist, who charges a

price for the revealed information, and agents are data buyers. Information is sup-

plied in the form of statistical experiments. Each experiment is a test which can

confirm or reject the hypothesis about the state with some probability. The fully

informative experiment reveals the state perfectly, hence considered of the highest

quality.

The buyers have independent prior information about the state. They acquire

supplemental information from the monopolist to improve the quality of decision

making. The buyers with better prior information have lower willingness to pay

for the fully revealing information. Hence, buyers can be divided into the types

with high and low valuations according to the priors they hold. The monopolist

does not observe types but knows the distribution of priors.

The monopolist faces the problem of second-degree price discrimination. Buyers

have different valuations for the experiments, and each prefers high-quality exper-

iment to low. If monopolist knows types, she sells perfect information and charges

valuation of each type. When types are not verifiable, the monopolist constructs

the incentive-compatible mechanism to screen the types. However, the results of

the trade with traditional goods do not translate one-to-one into the market for

information goods. There is a difference in the nature of the goods which requires

an alternative treatment. We discuss some of these differences below. The broader

discussion of the difference in the nature of the traditional and information goods

can be found in Varian (1999).

Buyers have preferences over the quality of goods. The quality of information can

be measured in precisions. As the experiment is provided for each state separately,

quality becomes a multidimensional parameter. For example, a player who as-

signs a higher probability to state 1 with his prior only, has higher valuations for

the supplemental information about the state 2. Revelation principle doesn’t nec-

essarily hold for the multi-dimensional types. When the value of information is

measured by the change in the utility from acquiring supplemental information,

types become one-dimensional (Babaioff, Kleinberg, and Paes Leme, 2012). The

monopolist’s problem can be reduced to designing an incentive-compatible direct

mechanism.
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Unlike traditional goods, where a consumer receives utility only from the quality

he purchases, utility from the consumption of information good is determined by

how much it reveals to the buyer together with his prior information. Even partial

information can reveal the state perfectly coupled with the prior information. It is

also possible to design an experiment in such a way it reveals the state to one type,

but not to another (Bergemann, Bonatti, and Smolin, 2018).

Another difference comes from the nature of the interactions. Because of the coor-

dination motive, acquisition of information by one player has positive externalities

for another. It increases the chances of coordinating on the correct state. These ex-

ternalities are reflected in the prices. Willingness to pay for the information can

increase in the precision of another players signal. To the best of our knowledge,

we are the first to study the supply of information with positive externalities.

All differences stated above affect the nature of the information goods supplied in

the market. We find that monopolist always provides high types with fully infor-

mative experiment. Both types prefer high quality, but the high type has a higher

willingness to pay for it. Hence, the profits are maximized by selling the perfect in-

formation to the high type. Low types also receive a fully informative experiment

when they are frequent in the population, and it is not optimal to exclude them.

This result is well-known from the mechanism for traditional goods.

The second reason for the low types to receive positive information is the coordi-

nation motive. In the market without strategic interaction, low types receive either

perfect or no information. In our model, the quality of the experiment received by

low types is a continuous function. Coordinating players value not only their own

but also the precision of the signal received by another player. Correlation in ac-

tions causes externalities in prices; each type is also willing to pay for the precision

of the signal received by their partner. When there is a high chance of meeting a

low type, the accuracy of the low type’s decision has a significant impact on the

high type’s payoffs. Hence the quality of the experiment received by low types is

a continuous and increasing function of their frequency.

The third reason for low types to receive positive information is the nature of the

information goods. When priors of types do not agree on the most likely state,

low types always receive some information, because it is possible to design the

experiment which benefits low types, but does not reveal the state to the high type.
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For example, if high type values information about state 1, but low type requires

information about the state 2, the seller can reveal some information about the

state 2 to the low type without violating incentives of the high type. In this case,

low types receive some information even when their frequency is low. This result

stems from the nature of the information good, and observed in the market without

strategic interactions as well (Bergemann, Bonatti, and Smolin, 2018).

This model can be applied to the situations requiring coordination between mar-

ket participants. Coordination problem stands in the centre of many economic

interactions. One example is the speculative attack games, where traders want to

attack the currency at the time when the economy is weak. For a successful at-

tack, they need information about the state of the economy and coordinate their

actions with other participants. Another example is the firms selling complemen-

tary goods. Firms need to get information about the demand for their goods, at

the same time, the good is valuable only if provided together with its complement.

Other potential applications are the matching market, where two sides are willing

to coordinate, but unaware of the potential of their match, consumers coordinating

on some standard, and so forth. Bergemann and Bonatti (2018) give an overview

of the situations where statistical experiments are traded.

Literature review. The initial attempts to design information as an object of

trade is observed in Persico (2000). In this paper, players have a prior x about the

random variable v. They can pay to increase the informativeness of x, which raises

the expected payoffs. The risk sensitivity of the outcome determines willingness

to pay for information. They show that in the first price auction buyers are willing

to pay more for the information than the second price auction.

Currently, there is evolving literature on the information markets, which designs

information directly as the object of the trade. Some papers on global games lit-

erature analyses the demand side of the information market. Myatt and Wallace

(2012, 2015, 2018); Hellwig and Veldkamp (2009) and others identify the demand

and willingness to pay for the information products. The characteristic finding is

that players who want to coordinate their action want to know what others know,

i.e., acquire the same or correlated information. Whereas, we analyse the supply

side of the information market. Our work is related to the literature that studies the

sale the information to the imperfectly informed buyers. Bergemann and Bonatti
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(2018) gives an overview of this literature, and some of these works are discussed

below.

Admati and Pfleiderer (1986, 1990) analyze the sale of information to buyers trad-

ing common value assets. Unlike in our model, agents have homogeneous priors,

the seller knows the individual utility functions, and actions of agents are strate-

gic substitutes. They show that optimal design involves selling noisy and het-

erogeneous information to enable agents to differentiate their actions. It is also

optimal to sell the heterogeneous information in our model, but the underlying

reasons are different. In Admati and Pfleiderer (1986, 1990) it steams from the anti-

coordination motive in the underlying game, whereas in our model differentiated

information is provided to screen buyers for their willingness to pay.

Esö and Szentes (2007) consider a consultant who is selling information about the

value of the assets to the clients trading in the financial market. Consultant charges

the price contingent on the information and the action taken by the buyer. In our

model transfers happen before the action takes place, it is contingent on the infor-

mation only.

The closest to our work are Babaioff, Kleinberg, and Paes Leme (2012), and Berge-

mann, Bonatti, and Smolin (2018). Babaioff, Kleinberg, and Paes Leme (2012)

model the principal providing agents with supplemental information. The prin-

cipal knows the state of the world, and the agents know their types. They ask

what mechanism can generate higher revenue to the principal. They prove that

with committed buyers the Revelation Principle holds for the information goods

as well. They also show that the optimal mechanism can generate positive and

negative transfers. The results of the direct mechanism are compared to other

mechanisms. They show that monopolist can extract full surplus when priors of

buyers and seller are correlated similarly to the findings of Crémer and McLean

(1985, 1988).

Bergemann, Bonatti, and Smolin (2018) considers the same environment as in Babaioff,

Kleinberg, and Paes Leme (2012) but with specific utility functions and they con-

trol for the negative transfers. They show that when agents have a preference for

information about the same state, i.e., they hold congruent priors, the monopolist
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sells either full or zero information to the low types. In our model, players’ ac-

tions are strategic complements; there exist positive externalities in their purchase

decisions. Even with congruent beliefs, low types can receive partial information.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In section 2, the model is presented

by describing the underlying game, and the problem faced by a mechanism de-

signer. In section 3, we describe the optimal mechanism and its properties. The

optimal level of information received by players is fully described in section 4. We

present the results in section 5 and conclude the chapter with the Discussion sec-

tion.

2. Model

State-coordination game. There are 2 states of the world Ω = {ω1, ω2}. Two

players simultaneously choose an action ai from action set A = {a1, a2}, and re-

ceive payoffs according to the following table:

ω1 a1 a2

a1 1; 1 0; 0

a2 0; 0 0; 0

ω2 a1 a2

a1 0; 0 0; 0

a2 0; 0 1; 1

This game is a combination of the pure coordination game, where players need to

coordinate their action choice, and match the state game, where players need to

guess the realized state. If they match their actions, but not the true state each of

them receives payoff 0. And if one of them guesses the state they still receive 0.

The payoff is positive only when both conditions are satisfied; players coordinate

on the true state.

Prior information. Players hold the prior belief θ ∈ Θ , 4Ω about the state

of the world, where P (ω1) = θ, and P (ω2) = 1 − θ. Priors can take one of the

two values Θ = {q, p}, and distributed across players independently according to

F ∈ 4Θ. Distribution function F assigns P (θ = p) = γ, and P (θ = q) = 1 − γ,

where γ ∈ (0, 1).
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Players can choose an action according to their prior belief θ ∈ {q, p}, but can

also acquire supplemental information from the principal to improve the quality

of their decision.

Supplemental information. Players can communicate through the profit-maximizing

monopolist. The monopolist (she) observes the true state, and supplies players (he)

with supplemental information in the form of statistical experiments E at a price

t(E). Thus, the monopolist is a data seller and players are data buyers. Data seller

cannot observe the buyers’ beliefs but knows the distribution of θ.

A statistical experiment E = (S, π) consists of a set of signals S ∈ {s1, s2} 1 and

distributed according to the likelihood function π : Ω → ∆S. Each signal reveals

the true state with probability πik = P [sk|wi], where i is the state, and k is the

signal indicator. π is the precision of the signal; the higher the precision the more

informative the signal is. The state is revealed perfectly if πii = P [si|wi] = 1, for

all i. The fully informative experiment which reveals the state perfectly will be

denoted by Ē. Experiment is partially informative if πii = P [si|wi] < 1, at least for

some i. In terms of classic monopoly problem, informativeness of experiment is a

quality of the product supplied by the monopolist.

The set of signals consists of two signals only S = {s1, s2}, therefore the notation

πik can be simplified by dropping k from the index. The experiment is described

by the following matrix:

E s1 s2

ω1 π1 1− π1

ω2 1− π2 π2

The monopolist designs a menu of experiments µ = {E , t}, which is a collection E

of experiments E ∈ E and associated tariff function t : E → R+.

The timing of events is as follows:

1) The seller posts a menu µ;

2) The true state Ω and types of buyers α are realized;

1In Bayesian games, it is always possible to reduce the size of the signal space to the size of the
action space recommended in equilibrium by the revelation principle (Myerson, 1982). Therefore
the signal space can be restricted to the size of the state space.
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3) The buyers simultaneously choose an experiment E ∈ E and pay the fee t(E);

4) The buyers observe the signal s ∈ E and choose an action a.

The cost of producing information for the data seller is zero. We concentrate on

the selling mechanism only. The data seller commits to the menu of experiments

before the state and players’ types are realized. Data buyers make payment accord-

ing to the quality of the experiment they receive. The ex-post utility from stage 4

does not affect the payment.

3. Mechanism

In this section, we describe the data seller’s problem.

The monopolist’s problem is to maximize her profit by choosing the quality of the

experiment offered to each type and the associated price for each information level.

Monopolist designs µ = {E(θ), t(θ)} to maximize the profit:

Π = max
µ

∑
θ

t(θ).

We concentrate on the incentive-compatible (IC) direct mechanism µ. Following

Dasgupta, Hammond, and Maskin (1979), the mechanism is direct if agents report

their types to the principal, θ ∈ {p, q}, and principal sends back an action rec-

ommendation from the probability distribution according to the reported types,

E(θ) = (S(θ), π(θ)). Under a direct mechanism, each signal corresponds to a dif-

ferent action choice, a(si|θ) = ai for all si ∈ S.

µ induces a communication game where the agent’s strategy is to choose (θ, a).

In the first stage, agents choose the type to report θ, they receive an experiment

E(θ), and make a transfer t(θ) according to the reported type. After the acquisition

stage, agents play the underlying state-coordination game, where they choose a

according to their types and signals received from the principal. In principle, a

type θ can misreport his type θ′ 6= θ, and deviate from the recommended action by

playing ai after observing sj , where i 6= j. The strategy is truthful if the player is

honest, and obedient if the player follows the recommendation.

Let’s denote the experiment designed for each type by E(q) = (S, π), and E(p) =

(S, π̃). If each agent is honest and obedient, then the net expected utility of type θ

from µ is U(µ, θ)− t(θ).
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Before the transfer, each type receives the following gross utilities U(µ, θ) from µ:

U(µ, q) = qπ1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− q)π2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2] (10)

U(µ, p) = pπ̃1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− p)π̃2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2] (11)

Each type participates in the mechanism only if the utility from µ is higher than

an outside option u(θ). The agent who doesn’t participate in µ chooses ai which

maximizes his expected utility u(θ), given every other agent is honest, obedient,

and participates in µ.

u(q) = max{q[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1], (1− q)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]}

u(p) = max{p[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1], (1− p)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]} (12)

Type θ participates in mechanism µ if IR constraint holds:

U(µ, θ)− t(θ) ≥ u(θ).

The honest and obedient strategies form a Bayesian equilibrium of the communi-

cation game if a direct mechanism µ is incentive-compatible (IC).2

Suppose a type θ is obedient, but reports θ′ 6= θ, and receives E(θ′). Given all other

agents are honest and obedient, the utility of θ is U(E(θ′), θ):

U(E(p), q) = qπ̃1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− q)π̃2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2] (13)

U(E(q), p) = pπ1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− p)π2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2] (14)

A type θ is honest if the following IC constraint holds:

U(µ, θ)− t(θ) ≥ U(E(θ′), θ)− t(θ′).

Under IC constraint, the net utility of the obedient and honest type θ is at least

as good as the net utility he would get from misreporting his type. However, the

misreporting type can still find the deviation profitable.

2According to Myerson (1982), the payoff each player receives under IC mechanism is at least as
good as the payoff they would receive under more general mechanism . Hence, there is no loss of
generality in concentrating on IC mechanism.
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Value of information. Players acquire information to enhance the quality of

their decision making. From the IR constraint, the value of an experiment E(θ) for

an honest and obedient type θ is

V (µ, θ) = U(µ, θ)− u(θ). (15)

V (µ, q) = qπ1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− q)π2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]−

−max{q[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1], (1− q)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]

V (µ, p) = pπ̃1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− p)π̃2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]−

−max{p[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1], (1− p)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]}

V (µ, θ) function reveals the following result:

LEMMA 2. For all types, the value of experiment increases in the precision of own signal.

The terms [γπ̃1 + (1 − γ)π1] ≥ 0, and [γπ̃2 + (1 − γ)π2] ≥ 0 are always positive.

Increasing π1 and π2 raises the valuation of the type L. And increasing π̃1, and

π̃2 raises valuation of the type H. The formal proof of lemma 2 is presented in

appendix C.1.

If the monopolist could observe the types, she could send a fully informative ex-

periment Ē to each type and charge

V (µ, θ) = U(µ, θ)− u(θ) = 1−max{θ, (1− θ)} = min{θ, (1− θ)} (16)

Each type θ = {q, p} has a different WTP for the fully informative experiment. Let’s

assume:

ASSUMPTION 1.

q > p > 1− q and q >
1

2
.

The informativeness of prior is measured by |1
2
− θ|. From assumption 1, type p

has more uncertainty about all states relative to type q, |1
2
− p| < |1

2
− q|. The less

informed player p has a higher willingness to pay for the Ē,

V (µ, p) = min{p, (1− p)} > V (µ, q) = 1− q.
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Hence, player p is called the high type (H), and player q is called the low type (L).

To simplify the optimization process we further assume:

CONJECTURE 1.

u(q) = max{q[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1], (1− q)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]} = q[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1].

Under this conjecture, a type q player chooses a1 without supplemental informa-

tion,

q[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] ≥ (1− q)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]. (17)

Given assumption 1, the conjecture (1) is not very unusual. In appendix C.1, we

substitute the optimal mechanism to verify the conjecture holds. There is no re-

striction on u(p).

From conjecture 1, the valuation of type q is,

V (µ, q) = −(1− π1)q[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− q)π2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2] (18)

Optimization problem. Under IC mechanism every honest type is obedient,

but we still need to control for the action choice of misreporting type. At first, we

assume that a misreporting type is also obedient and solve the relaxed optimiza-

tion problem. Later we check the obedience constraint of the misreporting type to

verify that the honest and obedience strategies are the equilibria of the communi-

cation game.

The principal designs a direct IC mechanism µ to maximize the expected profit

according to F ∈ 4Θ:

Π = 2γ2t(p) + 2γ(1− γ)(t(p) + t(q)) + 2(1− γ)2t(q) =

= 2[γ2t(p) + γt(p) + γt(q)− γ2t(p)− γ2t(q) + t(q)− 2γt(q) + γ2tL] =

= 2[γt(p) + (1− γ)t(q)]

(19)
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The profit function3 (19) is maximized subject to the following constraints:

IC of L: V (µ, q)− t(q) ≥ V (E(p), q)− t(p)

IC of H: V (µ, p)− t(p) ≥ V (E(q), p)− t(q)

IR of L: V (q) ≡ V (µ, q)− t(q) ≥ 0

IR of H: V (p) ≡ V (µ, p)− t(p) ≥ 0

Binding constraints. Next, we identify the binding constraints.

LEMMA 3. In an optimal menu:

i) The IR constraint of type L binds;

ii) The IC constraint of type H binds;

iii) The IC constraint of type L is slack.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.

i) The IR constraint of type L must bind. The proof follows in two steps,

at first, we show at least one of the participation constraints should bind,

then verify IR of L binds.

From IC of type H: V (µ, p)− V (E(q), p) ≥ t(p)− t(q).

From IC of type L: t(p)− t(q) ≥ V (E(p), q)− V (µ, q).

IC of type H and L hold simultaneously if,

V (µ, p)− V (E(q), p) ≥ t(p)− t(q) ≥ V (E(p), q)− V (µ, q) (20)

The monopolist can increase prices charged to each type until one of the

IR binds.

Now assume IR of type H binds, but not L, hence V (µ, p) = t(p). The

equation (20) becomes

V (µ, p)− V (E(q), p) ≥ V (µ, p)− t(q) ≥ V (E(p), q)− V (µ, q) (21)

Because IR of L does not bind, the monopolist can further increase t(q)

without violating the equation (21), which is a contradiction. Hence it

must be that IR of type L binds, t(q) = V (µ, q).

3For simplicity the multiplier 2 in profit function is ignored in further calculations as it does not
affect the choice of optimal signal quality.
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ii) The IC constraint of type H must bind. By contradiction assume IC con-

straint of H does not bind, and consider 2 possible cases:

1) The IR of type H does not bind: V (µ, p)− t(p) > V (E(q), p)− t(q). Then

it is possible to increase t(p) until either of IC or IR of type H binds.

2) The IR of type H binds, but not IC: 0 > V (E(q), p) − V (µ, q). By defini-

tion, type p values full information more than type L, V (Ē, p) > V (Ē, q).

This implies V (Ē, p) − V (Ē, q) > 0. If the difference between the two val-

uations changes from negative to positive, for some level of information it

must be equal to zero, 0 = V (E(q), p)− V (µ, q).

The monopolist will increase the informativeness of information type L re-

ceives until IC of H binds. Hence IC of type H must bind.

iii) The IC of type L is slack. By contradiction assume IC of type L binds:

V (µ, q)− t(q) = V (E(p), q)− t(p).

From part i) the IR of type L binds, hence the LHS of the IC (L) is zero,

0 = V (E(p), q)− t(p).

The monopolist can always raise t(p) by increasing the quality of E(p) to

maximize her profit without violating IC(L). Hence IC of type L is slack.

�

From lemma 3 two out of four constraints are binding. We use these binding con-

straints to find the prices charged to each type and IR of type H.

To find t(q), (10) and (17) are substituted into the IR of type L:

t(q) = V (µ, q) = U(µ, q)− u(q) =

= −(1− π1)q[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− q)π2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]
(22)

To find t(p), (11) and (14) are substituted into the IC of type H:

t(p) = V (µ, p)− V (E(q), p) + t(q) = U(µ, p)− U(E(q), p) + t(q) =

= pπ̃1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− p)π̃2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]−

− pπ1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1]− (1− p)π2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2] + t(q) =

= p(π̃1 − π1)[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− p)(π̃2 − π2)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2] + t(q)
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Substituting t(q) from (23) the price charged to the type H becomes:

t(p) = U(µ, p)− U(E(q), p) + U(µ, q)− u(q) =

= [γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1][p(π̃1 − π1)− (1− π1)q] + [γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2][(1− p)(π̃2 − π2) + (1− q)π2] =

= [γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1][pπ̃1 + (q − p)π1 − q] + [γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2][(1− p)π̃2 − (q − p)π2]

.

4. Optimal menu of experiments

In this section we characterize the optimal menu of experiments µ.

The profit function (19) is a linear combination of prices. The maximization of

profit implies the maximization of each price. This leads to the next proposition.

PROPOSITION 4. (In an optimal menu):

i) type H receives a fully informative experiment Ē;

ii) the experiment designed for type L should satisfy π1 = 1.

Below, we present a quick proof for this proposition. The formal proof is presented

in appendix C.1.

At first, let’s check t(q),

t(q) = −(1− π1)q[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− q)π2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]

The terms [γπ̃1 + (1 − γ)π1] ≥ 0, and [γπ̃2 + (1 − γ)π2] ≥ 0 are positive. t(q) is

increased by setting π1 = π2 = π̃2 = 1. Once we set π1 = 1 the value of π̃1 does not

have any effect on t(q).

Now let’s examine t(p),

t(p) = [γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1][pπ̃1 + (q− p)π1− q] + [γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2][(1− p)π̃2− (q− p)π2]

The terms [γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] ≥ 0, and γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2] ≥ 0 are positive. The value of

the function clearly increases by setting π1 = π̃1 = π̃2 = 1. However, the effect of

π2 is not clear.

Combining two results together, setting π1 = π̃1 = π̃2 = 1 raises t(q) and t(p), and

therefore, increases the profit. Hence, in the optimal menu, the type H receives the

fully informative experiment E(p) = Ē, and type L receives π1 = 1.
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From lemma 2, the willingness to pay for the experiment increases in the precision

of own signal. The monopolist can increase the price by increasing the precision

of the signal. The type H, who has a higher willingness to pay, receives a fully

informative experiment. At the same time, the monopolist always informs the

type L about the state he is likely to choose without supplemental information, in

order not to decrease his incentives to purchase the experiment. In our case, the

type L is well-informed about the state ω1, hence an experiment where π1 = 1.

The monopolist’s problem simplifies down to choosing π2 only, which can be de-

noted by π from now on. Combining the results from Lemma 3 and proposition 4,

the monopolist charges the following prices:

t(q) = (1− q)π[γ + (1− γ)π] (23)

t(p) = (1− p)(1− π)[γ + (1− γ)π] + t(q) (24)

Characterization of the full menu. From the structural properties, it is already

established that in the optimal menu the type H receives the fully informative ex-

periment Ē, and type L is always informed about the most likely state it is going

to choose with according to his prior π1. In this section, we solve the optimization

problem to find π2 ≡ π.

From lemma 3, IC of type L is slack. The prices charged to each type are found

from the IR of type L, and IC of type H, and substituted into the profit function

(19). At first, we maximize profit to find the optimal π. Later we verify that the

optimal menu satisfies the IR constraint of type H and the obedience constraint of

misreporting type H.

To solve the optimization problem, prices found in (23) and (24) are substituted

into the profit function (19), and maximized subject to the IR constraint of type H.

After (23) and (24) are substituted into (19), the maximization problem is:

max
π

Π = tL + γ(tH − tL) =

= (1− q)π[γ + (1− γ)π] + γ(1− p)(1− π)[γ + (1− γ)π] =

= [(1− q)− γ(1− p)][γπ + (1− γ)π2] + γ(1− p)[γ + (1− γ)π]
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An interior solution to maximization problem should satisfy FOC:

∂Π

∂π
= 2(1− γ)[(1− q)− γ(1− p)]π + γ[(1− q)− γ(1− p) + (1− γ)(1− p)] = 0,

and SOC:
∂2Π

∂π2
= 2(1− γ)[(1− q)− γ(1− p)] ≤ 0.

To verify the sign of FOD and SOD with respect to π, let’s define:

A ≡ [(1− q)− γ(1− p)], and B ≡ (1− γ)(1− p).

Then, FOC becomes,

∂Π

∂π
= 2(1− γ)Aπ + γ(A+B) = 0. (25)

As B > 0, if:

A > 0 =⇒ (1− q) > γ(1− p) =⇒ γ <
1− q
1− p

,

then both ∂Π
∂π

and ∂2Π
(∂π)2

are positive. That is, when Π is convex, it is also monotoni-

cally increasing in π. In this case, we clearly have the corner solution π∗ = 1.

Now let’s reverse the above inequality :

A < 0 =⇒ (1− q) < γ(1− p) =⇒ γ >
1− q
1− p

,

so that ∂2Π
(∂π)2

< 0, i.e. Π is concave. Clearly, we can have an interior solution in π

only if ∂Π
∂π
|π=0 > 0 and ∂Π

∂π
|π=1 < 0.

∂Π
∂π
|π=0 > 0 holds when:

A+B > 0 =⇒ B > −A =⇒ γ <
(1− q) + (1− p)

2(1− p)
=

1

2
+

1

2

1− q
(1− p)

< 1,

otherwise the solution would be at the opposite corner π∗ = 0, as ∂Π
∂π

would be

negative for any π ∈ [0, 1].

As ∂Π
∂π

is monotonically decreasing in π now, to have an interior solution we just

need to impose an additional condition ∂Π
∂π
|π=1 < 0, that is:

2(1−γ)A+γ(A+B) = 2A+γ(B−A) < 0 =⇒ γ(B−A) < −2A =⇒ γ >
2(1− q)

(1− q) + (1− p)
.
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Clearly, we can have an interior solution in π∗ only if: γ ∈ ( 2(1−q)
(1−q)+(1−p) ;

1
2

+ 1
2

1−q
(1−p))

and from (25) this solution is:

π∗ = − γ(A+B)

2(1− γ)A
= −γ[(1− q)− γ(1− p) + (1− γ)(1− p)]

2(1− γ)[(1− q)− γ(1− p)]
=

=
γ(1− γ)(1− p)− γ[γ(1− p)− (1− q)]

2(1− γ)[γ(1− p)− (1− q)]
=

1

2
[

γ(1− p)
γ(1− p)− (1− q)

− γ

1− γ
].

π∗ is a continuous function of γ. It takes negative value for γ ≥ (1−q)+(1−p)
2(1−p) , and

π∗ > 1 for γ ≤ 2(1−q)
(1−q)+(1−p) . Combining all results together the optimal π∗ is:

• π∗ = 1 for γ ≤ 2(1−q)
(1−q)+(1−p) ,

• π∗ = 1
2
[ γ(1−p)
γ(1−p)−(1−q) −

γ
1−γ ] for γ ∈ ( 2(1−q)

(1−q)+(1−p) ,
(1−q)+(1−p)

2(1−p)) ,

• π∗ = 0 for γ ≥ (1−q)+(1−p)
2(1−p) .

Next, we check if π∗ satisfies the participation and obedience constraints of type

H.

Checking for the participation and obedience constraints. In this section, we

check if the price charged to H type from equation (24), satisfies the IR constraint

of H, and the obedience constraint (OC) of the non-truthful H type.

From the equation (24),the price charged to H type is

t(p) = (1− p)(1− π)[γ + (1− γ)π] + (1− q)π[γ + (1− γ)π] (26)

The IR of type H is:

V (p) = V (µ, p)− t(p) = U(µ, p)− u(p)− t(p) =

= p+ (1− p)[γ + (1− γ)π]−max{p, (1− p)[γ + (1− γ)π]} − t(p) ≥ 0

The participation constraint of type H contains the expected utility term from the

outside option: u(p) = max{p, (1− p)[γ + (1− γ)π]}.

We will analyse each action choice separately. At first, assume,

p > (1− p)[γ + (1− γ)π]. (27)

Type H chooses action a1 without supplementary information, and receives u(p) =

p. This is the case when type L and type H choose the same action a1 with their

prior information only. Borrowing the terminology from Bergemann, Bonatti, and
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Smolin (2018), their beliefs are congruent. With congruent beliefs, IR constraint of

type H is satisfied if,

t(p) ≤ (1− p)[γ + (1− γ)π].

From equation (26) this inequality always holds. Hence, the IR constraint of type

H is satisfied for all

πC = max{0,min{1, π∗}}.

Now assume,

p < (1− p)[γ + (1− γ)π]. (28)

Type H chooses action a2, and receives the expected utility u(p) = (1− p)[γ + (1−

γ)π]. This is the case when types L and H choose different actions with their prior

information only. Their beliefs are non-congruent. Then IR constraint of type H is

satisfied if,

t(p) ≤ p.

The price charged to H type satisfies the IR constraint when,

p ≥ (1− p)(1− π)[γ + (1− γ)π] + (1− q)π[γ + (1− γ)π]. (29)

Otherwise, it is optimal for the monopolist to set π = 1.

COROLLARY 1. When beliefs are non-congruent, the participation constraint of type H is

satisfied, V N(p) ≥ 0, for all

π̄N ≥ γ(1− p)− p
γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)

.

The proof of Corollary 1 can be found in Appendix C.1. Hence, the IR constraint

of type H is satisfied for all

πN = max{π̄,min{1, π∗}}.

From the IC contract, every honest type is also obedient. We need to check the

obedience constraint (OC) for the non-truthful type. Non-truthful L type does

not have an incentive to deviate from the recommended action, as he receives full

information. Type H doesn’t have an incentive to deviate from the recommended

action after s2. He obeys the recommendation after observing s1 if his utility from

choosing a1 is higher than from a2. With probability P (ω1|s1) = p, he receives

payoff 1 if chooses a1, because all other players obey the recommendation of s1 as
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well. If he deviates and chooses a2, with probability P (ω2|s1) = (1 − p)(1 − π) he

receives [γ + (1 − γ)π], because with probability γ he meets another H type, and

with probability (1 − γ) he plays the underlying game with an obedient L type.

The obedience constraint becomes:

p ≥ (1− p)(1− π)[γ + (1− γ)π].

From (27), the OC is satisfied with congruent beliefs. From (29), it is satisfied with

non-congruent beliefs as well.

5. Results

The optimal menu was partially characterized in proposition 4. In this section, we

complete the characterization of the optimal menu by describing the information

received by type L. The results are presented in three propositions which show the

optimal menu for congruent beliefs, non-congruent beliefs and the general com-

parative static analysis.

PROPOSITION 5. With congruent beliefs, in an optimal menu the type L receives:

i) Fully revealing information π = 1, when γ < 2(1−q)
(1−q)+(1−p) ;

ii) Partial information π = 1
2
[ γ(1−p)
γ(1−p)−(1−q) −

γ
1−γ ], when γ ∈ ( 2(1−q)

(1−q)+(1−p) ;
1
2

+

1
2

1−q
(1−p));

iii) Zero information π = 0, when γ > 1
2

+ 1
2

1−q
(1−p) .

Type L receives full information only if the proportion of type H in the population

is low. As the number of type H increases, the informativeness of the experiment

type L receives decreases, and after some point, L receives no information. There

are two explanations for this result.

The first explanation is that when the proportion of type H in population is sig-

nificant enough the monopolist can extract full surplus by excluding type L from

the menu. As the frequency of type H decreases, discriminating against type L

becomes less attractive, and the monopolist starts to sell information to type L as

well. However, the difference caused by the proportions of the types can only ex-

plain the extreme cases, where type L receives either full or zero information. In

the coordination game, type L receives partial information for certain parameters,

which is caused by the second effect.
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The second reason for the change in information is the externalities in prices. The

underlying game requires players to coordinate in the correct state. Players receive

a positive payoff only if their partner also manages to guess the state. Hence, the

willingness to pay for the information increases not only in own but also in the

precision of the partner’s signal. When the proportion of type L is high there is

a high chance for type H to be matched with type L. Hence, the informativeness

of signal type L receives should also be higher not to decrease WTP of type H. As

the proportion of L decreases, its effect on the WTP of type H also reduces and

becomes zero at some point.

PROPOSITION 6. With non-congruent beliefs, in an optimal menu the type L receives:

i) Fully revealing information π = 1, when γ < 2(1−q)
(1−q)+(1−p) ;

ii) Partial information π = max{π̄, 1
2
[ γ(1−p)
γ(1−p)−(1−q) −

γ
1−γ ]}, when γ > 2(1−q)

(1−q)+(1−p) ;

iii) But never zero information π 6= 0.

As in the congruent beliefs case type L receives full information only if the propor-

tion of type H in the population is low. As the frequency of type H increases, the

informativeness of the experiment type L receives decreases. However, type L is

never excluded from the optimal menu.

The first explanation is when the proportion of type H in the population is low,

discriminating against type L is not attractive, and the monopolist sells informa-

tion to all types. As the proportion of type H increases, the data seller deteriorates

the quality of information offered to type L to extract more surplus from type H.

The second explanation is the positive externalities in prices. When the frequency

of type H decreases, the probability of being matched with type L increases. Hence,

the expected utility of type H also depends on the quality of experiment type L

receives.

There is also a difference between the results under congruent and non-congruent

priors. When priors are non-congruent, type L always receives some information,

and never excluded from the menu. Types value the information about states dif-

ferently. Under congruent priors, all types are better informed about the state ω1.

Hence they want to improve the information about the state ω2. In this case, the

monopolist restricts information supplied to type L, in order not to distort the in-

centives of type H. Under non-congruent priors, type L is better informed about
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ω1, and needs additional information about ω2. Type H, in the opposite, is better

informed about ω2 and requires information about ω1. Hence the monopolist does

not need to exclude type L from the menu completely. She can always provide

type L with a level of information about ω2, that makes type H indifferent between

purchasing this experiment and not. This result is also observed in the market

without strategic interactions (Bergemann, Bonatti, and Smolin, 2018).

The information type L receives is further characterized in the next proposition.

PROPOSITION 7. The quality of the experiment type L receives is:

i) decreasing in the frequency of type H, γ;

ii) decreasing in prior of type L, q;

iii) increasing in prior of type H, p, when beliefs are congruent or the menu is dis-

criminatory.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 7.

To prove the proposition, π∗ is differentiated with respect to each parameter.

π∗ =
1

2
[

γ(1− p)
γ(1− p)− (1− q)

− γ

1− γ
]

∂π∗

∂γ
=

1

2

(1− p)[γ(1− p)− (1− q)]− (1− p)γ(1− p)
[γ(1− p)− (1− q)]2

− 1− γ + γ

(1− γ)2
=

= −1

2
[

(1− p)(1− q)
[γ(1− p)− (1− q)]2

+
1

(1− γ)2
] < 0

∂π∗

∂q
= −1

2

γ(1− p)
[γ(1− p)− (1− q)]2

< 0

∂π∗

∂p
=

1

2

−γ[γ(1− p)− (1− q)] + γ[γ(1− p)]
[γ(1− p)− (1− q)]2

=
1

2

γ(1− q)
[γ(1− p)− (1− q)]2

> 0

�

Part (i) is a confirmation of the previous two results, the quality of the experiment

type L receives increases as the frequency of type H decreases. From part (ii) when

q increases, type L becomes better informed about ω1. Type L values supplemen-

tal information less, hence, excluding him from the menu increases the surplus

of the monopolist. Part (iii) should be interpreted separately for each prior case.
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Under congruent priors, increasing p implies the difference between informative-

ness of types, q − p, decreases. Reducing the quality of experiment for type L is

optimal only when types are sufficiently different in their valuations. Under non-

congruent priors, increasing p also implies type H becomes less informed about the

state. The monopolist can increase the quality sold to type L, without distorting

the incentives of type H.

6. Discussion

The literature on the global games that consider the demand side of the informa-

tion market shows that players who want to coordinate their actions on the un-

known state acquire common information, to increase the correlation in their ac-

tions. Our model shows that the monopolist data seller has an incentive to provide

differentiated information to the buyers with heterogeneous priors.

Monopolist selling information to the buyers with different valuations can sell a

differentiated product to extract a full surplus. Previously, Bergemann, Bonatti,

and Smolin (2018) have characterized the optimal menu supplied by the monop-

olist in the market where buyers do not interact. In this chapter, we derived the

properties of the information supplied in the strategic environment. We show that

the buyers with the highest valuation for the quality always receive fully infor-

mative signals perfectly revealing the state. Buyers with low willingness to pay

can receive full information if there is a small proportion of high types in the pop-

ulation. Otherwise, the profit-maximizing data seller deteriorates the quality of

information offered to type L.

The coordination motive changes the structure of the information offered to the

type L relative to the non-strategic environment. A buyer who wants to guess the

state is also concerned with the decision of another player. Coordinating players

value not only their own but also the precision of the signal received by another

player. Correlation in actions causes externalities in prices; each type is also willing

to pay for the precision of the signal received by their partner. Therefore, type L

receives a positive amount of informative signal with a lower proportion of type H

in the population. When the frequency of type H decreases, the informativeness of

the signal type L receives decreases incrementally, because type H does not value
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the information about the state only, but also how well types L are informed about

it.

In this chapter, we considered a model where perfect coordination was required to

obtain positive payoffs. Our plan for the future is to analyse a more general model,

where the strategic environment can require coordination or anti-coordination of

actions. We plan to analyse how the change in the coordination motive affects the

optimal menu provided by the monopolist.



APPENDIX A

Appendices for Chapter 1

A.1. The Characterization of the Ergodic Distribution

The content of this section is based on Appendix A page 518 from Myatt and Wal-

lace (2008b).

Adding mutations to the process guarantees the uniqueness of limit distribution,

and letting noise to vanish results with the unique outcome prediction called stochas-

tically stable state (SSS). SSS can be found by application of the ”tree surgery”

method proposed by Foster and Young (1990); Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993);

Young (1993). This technique is based on the analysis of ”the set of trees rooted at

z.”

Let all states z ∈ Z be the nodes of the complete directed graph in Z. A z-tree h is

the set of directed edges leading to z, in such a way that, each z′ 6= z has a unique

successor. There are several possible ways to construct a tree rooted at z. The set of

all possible trees rooted at z is denoted by Hz. According to Freidlin and Wentzell

(1998) the unique ergodic distribution over states is defined as:

pz = qz/
∑
z′∈Z

qz′ ,where qz =
∑
h∈Hz

∏
(s,s′)∈h

Pr[s→ s′].

pz is demanding to calculate, instead SSS can be found from the relative likelihood
pz
pz′

= qz
qz′

. When ε → 0, some probabilities Pr[s → s′] become zero. Long run

outcome depends on the rate this probabilities vanish.

The rate at which the transition probabilities vanish is the ”exponential cost” E of

a probability (Myatt and Wallace, 2003). It is denoted as p(ε) = õ(E), or E(p(.)) =

E and means p(ε) behaves as exp −E
ε

does, as ε → 0. For any set of transition

probabilities {pl(ε)}with exponential cost El the following properties hold:∏
õ(El) = õ

(∑
El
)
,
∑

õ(E) = õ(min El), a×õ(E) = õ(E), andEl > El′ ⇒ lim
ε→0

õ(El)
õ(El′)

= 0.

(30)
71
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Let’s denote the cost of transition from z to z′, where z and z′ differ just by one step

as Ezz′ ≡ E
(
Pr[z → z′]

)
, and the exponential cost of the tree h by Eh ≡

∑
(z,z′)∈h Ez,z′ .

From properties (30):

E(qz) = E
( ∑
h∈HZ

∏
(s,s′)∈h

Pr[s→ s′]

)
= min

h∈Hz

E
( ∏

(s,s′)∈h

Pr[s→ s′]

)
= min

h∈Hz

Eh.

Further, E(qz) < E(q′z) ⇒ limε→0[q′z/qz] = 0; the state with the least exponential-

cost-rooted tree attracts all probability when noise vanishes away. Such a state is

called ”stochastically stable” .

Denote the limit set of the process by z∗. The following lemma holds:

LEMMA 4. The states in z ∈ z∗ attract all probability in the limit.

lim
ε→0

∑
z∈z∗

pz = 1, such that Z∗ = {z ∈ Z : min
h∈Hz

{Eh} ≤ min
z′∈Z

min
h′∈Hz′

{Eh′}}

PROOF OF LEMMA 4. Abusing notations denote the least exponential cost tree

rooted at z by E(z). To prove lemma we need to show that E(z) < E(z′), for all

z′ 6= z.

There exists a zero cost path to the states z ∈ z∗ from all other states z′ 6= z. A

tree rooted at one of the limit states z ∈ z∗ is constructed by adding the costly path

from all other states in z∗ to the state z.

Lets take any state z′ from the basin of attraction of z. To construct a tree rooted at

z′, one of the zero cost path leading from z′ to z is deleted and replaced with a new

costly path in the opposite direction. It follows that E(z) < E(z′).

By the same logic, all states z ∈ z∗ have lower exponential cost than the states

chosen from their basin of attraction. It implies that, limit states stochastically

dominate the transient states, and one of them attracts all probability in the long

run when ε→ 0. �

A.2. Results

Altruists. Following lemmas are useful to prove the Proposition 1.

LEMMA 5. When R types are A the limit states are:
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m ≤ n− s,=⇒ z∗ ∈ {z�}.

PROOF OF LEMMA 5. From lemma 1, all possible limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z†, z�, z‡}.

For l < m the state z† cannot be one of the limit states. In this case x + y = m > l,

all R types join the team with zero cost. For l = 0 the state z0 cannot be one of the

limit states. In this case x + y = 0 = l, all R types join the team with zero cost.

Hence the set of limit states is z∗ ∈ {z�, z‡}.

For m ≤ n − s, the state z‡ can not be a limit state, as m − (n − s) ≤ 0. Hence the

set of limit states is z∗ ∈ {z�}. �

A. Before proceeding to lemmas, let’s denote the least cost exit from the set of

states z‡ ∈ Zm−(n−s),n−s by A =
∑

z‡∈Zm−(n−s),n−s
min[βS, δS, δR].

There are three possible ways to escape a state z‡. It is either through the death of

one S type with a cost δS . In this case the state moves to Zm−n+s−1,n−s, from where

it is optimal for all S types to leave without any cost. The second way is through

the death of R type with a cost δR. In this case the state moves to Zm−n+s,n−s−1,

from where it is optimal for all S types to leave without any cost. The third way to

escape a state z‡ is through the birth of S type with cost βS . In this case one of the

S types leaves the team being replaced with a new S type from outside. Hence, the

cheapest way out from any z‡ costs min[βS, δS, δR], and the cost of moving out of

all states in Zm,0 is A ≡
∑

z‡∈Zm−n+s,n−s
min[βS, δS, δR].

A can also be used to find the cost of transition among the states z‡ ∈ Zm−(n−s),n−s.

If to begin in one of the states z‡ each time one of the members leaves at a cost

min[βS, δS, δR], a new member from outside can join without any cost. If to subtract

the cost of exit from the last state in the transition chain, the cost of moving between

the states of the set Zm−(n−s),n−s is A−min[βS, δS, δR]

LEMMA 6. When m > n− s, the least exponential-cost tree rooted at z‡ satisfies:

E(z‡) = [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS + A−min[βS, δS, δR].

PROOF OF LEMMA 6.

From lemma 5, when m > n− s, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z�, z‡}.

The tree rooted at z‡ has branches leading to z‡ from z� and from other states z‡.
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The cheapest way to construct the link z� → z‡ is through the costly birth of (m −

1)− (n− s) S type players. Then it is optimal for the last S type to join them. This

brings the process to state z‡ at a cost [(m − 1) − (n − s)]βS . The cost of moving

between the states z‡ was shown above A−min[βS, δS, δR]. Overall cost of this tree

is

E(z‡) = [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS + A−min[βS, δS, δR].

�

LEMMA 7. The least exponential-cost tree rooted at z� satisfies:

E(z�) =

A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR], if m > n− s;

0, if m ≤ n− s.

PROOF OF LEMMA 7.

From lemma 5, when m > n− s, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z�, z‡}.

One way of constructing a tree rooted at z� is adding branches leading to z� from

all z‡. The cost of this tree is
∑

z‡∈Zm−n+s,n−s
min[δS, δR].

Yet the cheaper way to construct the tree is having transitions between the states z‡,

and adding a branch from last to z�. The cost of such tree is the stochastic potential

of z�.

E(z�) = A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR].

�

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.

1) When l < n− s and m > n− s, the good is produced only if min{E(z�), E(z‡)} =

E(z‡). From lemmas 6 and 7,

E(z‡) < E(z�) =⇒ [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS < min[δS, δR].

2) When m ≤ n − s, the good is always produced. The limit set of such dynamics

contain a single state z∗ ∈ {Z0,n−s}.

The claim is E(z�) < E(z) for all z = {z ∈ Zx,y|z 6= z0}.

There exists zero cost path from all states z 6= z� to z�. Hence E(z�) = 0.
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To construct a tree rooted at any z ∈ Z, where z 6= z�, the zero cost branch leading

from z to z� is deleted and replaced with a costly path in opposite direction. Hence,

E(z�) < E(z) for all z 6= z�. �

Conditional cooperators. Following lemmas are useful to prove the Proposi-

tion 2.

LEMMA 8. When R types are CC the limit states are:

l < n− s

m > n− s,=⇒ z∗ ∈ {z0, z�, z‡};

m ≤ n− s,=⇒ z∗ ∈ {z0, z�};
l ≥ n− s =⇒ z∗ ∈ {z0, z‡}.

PROOF OF LEMMA 8. From lemma 1, all possible limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z†, z�, z‡}.

For l < m the state z† cannot be one of the limit states. In this case, x+y = m > l, all

R types join the team with zero cost. Hence, the set of limit states is z∗ ∈ {z0, z�, z‡}.

For m ≤ n− s, the state z‡ can not be a limit state. In this case, m− (n− s) ≤ 0, R

types produce the good. Hence, the set of limit states is z∗ ∈ {z0, z�}.

For l ≥ n−s, the state z� can not be a limit state. In this case x+y = n−s ≤ l, R types

leave the team with zero cost. Hence, the set of limit states is z∗ ∈ {z0, z‡}. �

LEMMA 9. The least exponential-cost tree rooted at z0 satisfies:

E(z0) =


A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR] + (n− s− l)δI , if l < n− s, and m > n− s;

A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR], if l ≥ n− s;

(n− s− l)δR, if l < n− s, and m ≤ n− s.

PROOF OF LEMMA 9.

From lemma 8, when l ≥ n− s, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z‡}.

The cheapest exit cost from any z‡ is min[βS, δS, δR]. If βS > min[βS, δS, δR] this exit

leads to the state z0. If βS = min[βS, δS, δR], one of existing S types is replaced by the

new S type from outside. This exit leads to another state z‡. To move to state z0 exit

should happen through the death of a team member. This costs min[βS, δS, δR] −

min[βS, δS, δR]+min[δS, δR]. Therefore, the cheapest transition to z0 from all z‡ costs

A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR]. Hence,

E(z0) = A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR] when l ≥ n− s.
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From lemma 8, when l < n− s, and m ≤ n− s, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z�}.

The least cost path z� → z0 involves n− s− l type R to leave the team overcoming

the cost δR. Since only l members left in the team, the rest R members leave without

any cost. The cost of this tree is (n− s− l)δR. Hence,

E(z0) = (n− s− l)δR when l < n− s, and m ≤ n− s.

From lemma 8, when l < n− s, and m > n− s, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z�, z‡}.

There are three ways to construct a tree rooted at z0. It is either by z� → z0, and

z‡ → z0, z� → z‡ → z0 or z‡ → z� → z0.

The first tree is constructed by adding the links z� → z0, and z‡ → z0. The cost of

the first link is (n−s−l)δR from above. The second transition is z‡ → z0. The cost of

leaving all states z‡ was denoted byA−min[βS, δS, δR]+min[δS, δR] earlier. This exit

leads to the state z�. The path z� → z0 costs (n−s−l)δI as was shown before. Hence

the cost of such tree is (n− s− l)δR +A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR] + (n− s− l)δR.

The second tree, consisting of the links z‡ → z� → z0. The overall cost of such tree

is

A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR] + (n− s− l)δR.

The third tree is constructed by z� → z‡ → z0. The first transition z� → z‡ requires

the (m− 1)− (n− s) number of S types to join the team overcoming βS . Now there

are m−1 members of the team, and it is optimal for the last to join. The cost of this

branch is [(m−1)−(n−s)]βS . The cost of the second link was shown above. Hence

the cost of the third tree is [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS +A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR] +

(n− s− l)δR.

The cost of the second tree is the stochastic potential of the tree rooted at z0:

E(z0) = A−min[βS, δS, δR]+min[δS, δR]+(n−s−l)δR when l < n−s, and m > n−s.

�

LEMMA 10. The least exponential-cost tree rooted at z‡ satisfies:

E(z‡) = A−min[βS, δS, δR] + [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS+

+

lmin[βS, βR], if l < n− s, and m > n− s;

Il>(m−1)−(n−s) × [l − (m− 1) + (n− s)] min[βS, βR], if l ≥ n− s.
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PROOF OF LEMMA 10.

From lemma 8, when l ≥ n− s, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z‡}.

There are two possible cases. If (m− 1)− (n− s) ≥ l, the cheapest way to construct

this link is through the costly birth of (m − 1) − (n − s) S type players. Then it

becomes optimal for R types to join them. After all n−s type R players joined, some

of S members leave. This brings the process to state z‡ at a cost [(m−1)−(n−s)]βS .

If (m − 1) − (n − s) < l, additional to the costly birth of (m − 1) − (n − s) S

types, l − [(m − 1) − (n − s)] least cost types need to join overcoming min[βS, βR].

Only after this the reciprocation threshold is met, and the rest of members join

the team with zero cost. The cost of this branch is [(m − 1) − (n − s)]βS + [l −

(m − 1) + (n − s)] min[βS, βR]. Combining all, the cost of the branch z0 → z‡ is

[(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS + Il>(m−1)−(n−s) × [l − (m− 1) + (n− s)] min[βS, βR].

From above the cost of moving between the states z‡ without leaving the last state

is A−min[βS, δS, δR]. Hence the cost of the tree is

E(z‡) = [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS + Il>(m−1)−(n−s) × [l − (m− 1) + (n− s)] min[βS, βR]+

+ A−min[βS, δS, δR] when l ≥ n− s.

From lemma 8, when l < n− s, and m > n− s, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z�, z‡}.

There exists three ways to construct the tree rooted at z‡. It is either by z� → z‡,

and z0 → z‡, or z� → z0 → z‡, or z0 → z� → z‡.

The first tree is constructed by z� → z‡, and z0 → z‡. The overall cost of this tree is

[(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS + [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS + Il>(m−1)−(n−s) × [l − (m− 1) + (n−

s)] min[βS, βR] +

+ A−min[βS, δS, δR].

The second tree is constructed by z� → z0 → z‡. The cost such tree is

(n−s−l)δR+[(m−1)−(n−s)]βS+Il>(m−1)−(n−s)×[l−(m−1)+(n−s)] min[βS, βR]+

+ A−min[βS, δS, δR].

The third tree is constructed by z0 → z� → z‡. The first transition requires l least

cost types to join the team overcoming min[βS, βR]. Since now the the number of

members is exactly l, it is optimal for all I types to join the team. The cost of this

branch is lmin[βS, βR]. Overall, the cost of the tree is
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lmin[βS, βR] + [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS + A−min[βS, δS, δR].

The third tree has the least exponential cost. Hence its cost is the stochastic poten-

tial of state z‡.

E(z‡) = lmin[βS, βR]+[(m−1)−(n−s)]βS+A−min[βS, δS, δR] when l < n−s, and m > n−s.

�

LEMMA 11. The least exponential-cost tree rooted at z� satisfies:

E(z�) =

lmin[βS, βR] + A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR], if l < n− s, and m > n− s;

lmin[βS, βR], if l < n− s, and m ≤ n− s.

PROOF OF LEMMA 11.

From lemma 8, when l < n− s and m ≤ n− s, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z�}.

The cheapest way to construct the tree rooted at z� is through the birth of l least

cost types. The cost of such tree is the stochastic potential of the state.

E(z�) = lmin[βS, βR] when l < n− s and m ≤ n− s.

From lemma 8, when l < n− s, and m > n− s, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z�, z‡}.

There exists three ways to construct the tree rooted at z�. It is either by z0 → z�,

and z‡ → z�, or z‡ → z0 → z�, or z0 → z‡ → z�.

The first tree is constructed by z0 → z�, and z‡ → z�. Overall cost of this tree is

lmin[βS, βR] + A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR].

The second tree is constructed by z‡ → z0 → z�. Overall cost of this tree is

A−min[βS, δS, δR] + min[δS, δR] + (n− s− l)δR + lmin[βS, βR].

The third tree is constructed by z0 → z‡ → z�. Overall cost of this tree is

[(m − 1) − (n − s)]βS + Il>(m−1)−(n−s) × [l − (m − 1) + (n − s)] min[βS, βR] + A −

min[βS, δS, δR].

The first tree has the least exponential cost. Hence, stochastic potential of the state

z� is

E(z�) = lmin[βS, βR]+A−min[βS, δS, δR]+min[δS, δR] when l < n−s, and m > n−s.

�
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.

1) When l ≥ n− s, the good is produced if, E(z‡) < E(z0). From lemmas 9 and 10,

max{[(m−1)−(n−s)]βS, [(m−1)−(n−s)](βS−min[βS, βR])+lmin[βS, βR]} < min[δS, δR]

2) When l < n−s andm > n−s, the good is produced if min{E(z0), E(z�), E(z‡)} =

E(z‡). From lemmas 9, 10, and 11,

E(z‡) < E(z0) =⇒ [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS + lmin[βS, βR] < min[δS, δR] + (n− s− l)δR

and

E(z‡) < E(z�) =⇒ [(m− 1)− (n− s)]βS < min[δS, δR]

3) When l < n−s andm ≤ n−s, the good is produced if min{E(z0), E(z�)} = E(z�).

From lemmas 9 and 11,

E(z�) < E(z0) =⇒ lmin[βS, βR] < (n− s− l)δR.

�

In-group cooperators. Following lemmas are useful to prove the Proposition

3.

LEMMA 12. When R types are IC the limit states are:

l < n− s

m ≤ s and m < l,=⇒ z∗ ∈ {z0, z†, z�};

m > s or m = l,=⇒ z∗ ∈ {z0, z�};

l ≥ n− s

m ≤ s and m < l,=⇒ z∗ ∈ {z0, z†};

m > s or m = l,=⇒ z∗ ∈ {z0}.

PROOF OF LEMMA 12. From lemma 1, the possible limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z†, z�, z‡}.

For l ≥ m the state z‡ cannot be one of the limit states. In this case, x+y = m ≤ l, R

types leave the team with zero cost. Hence, the set of limit states is z∗ ∈ {z0, z†, z�}.

For m = l, the state z† can not be a limit state as well. In this case, |z| = m = l,

R types either leave the team or all of them joins with zero cost. Hence, the set of

limit states is z∗ ∈ {z0, z†}.

For l ≥ n − s, the state z� can not be a limit state. In this case, |z| = n − s ≤ l, R

types leave the team with zero cost.
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For m > s, the state z† can not be a limit state. In this case, there are not enough S

types to form a team. �

A’. Before proceeding to lemmas, let’s denote the least cost exit from the set of

states z† ∈ Zm,0 by A′ ≡
∑

z†∈Zm,0
min[βS, βR, δS].

There are three possible ways to escape a state z†. It is either through the death of

one S type with a cost δS . In this case the state moves to Zm−1,0, from where it is

optimal for all S types to leave without any cost. The second way is through the

birth of R type with a cost βR. In this case the state moves to Zm,1, from where it

is optimal for one S type to leave with zero cost. The state moves to Zm−1,1, and

since m ≥ l, it is optimal for R type to leave followed by the rest S types with zero

cost. The third way to escape a state z† is through the birth of S type with cost βS .

In this case one of the S types leaves the team being replaced with a new S type

from outside. Hence, the cheapest way out from any z† costs min[βS, βR, δS], and

the cost of moving out of all states in Zm,0 is A′ ≡
∑

z†∈Zm,0
min[βS, βR, δS].

A′ can also be used to find a cost of transition among the states z† ∈ Zm,0. If to begin

in one of the states z† each time one of the members leaves at a cost min[βS, βR, δS],

a new member from outside can join without any cost. If to subtract the cost of exit

from the last state in the transition chain, the cost of moving between the states of

the set Zm,0 is A′ −min[βS, βR, δS].

LEMMA 13. The least exponential-cost tree rooted at z0 satisfies:

E(z0) =



A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + min[βR, δS] + (n− s− l)δR if l < n− s, and m ≤ s and m < l;

(n− s− l)δR, if l < n− s, and m = l, or m < s;

A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + min[βR, δS] if l ≥ n− s, and m ≤ s and m < l;

0 if l ≥ n− s, and m = l, or m < s.

PROOF OF LEMMA 13.

From lemma 12, when l ≥ n− s, m ≤ s, and m < l, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z†}.

The cheapest exit cost from any z† is min[βS, βR, δS]. If βS = min[βS, δS, δR], one

of existing S types is replaced by the new S type from outside. This exit leads to

another state z†. The transition from the last state to z0 requires either death of the
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existing S type, or birth of an R type from outside the team. The cheapest transition

costs min[βR, δS]. Therefore, the cheapest transition to z0 from all z‡ costs

E(z0) = A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + min[βR, δS] when l ≥ n− s, and m ≤ s and m < l.

From lemma 12, when l < n − s, and m = l, or m < s, the limit states are z∗ ∈

{z0, z�}.

The least cost path z� → z0 involves n− s− l type R to leave the team overcoming

the cost δR. Since only l members left in the team, the rest R members leave without

any cost. The cost of this tree is the stochastic potential of z0.

E(z0) = (n− s− l)δR when l < n− s, and m = l, or m < s.

From lemma 12, when l < n − s, and m ≤ s and m < l, the limit states are z∗ ∈

{z0, z†, z�}. There are three possible ways to construct a tree rooted at z0. It is either

by z† → z0 and z� → z0, or z� → z† → z0, or z† → z� → z0.

The first tree consists of the links z† → z0 and z� → z0. The cost of such tree is

A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + min[βR, δS] + (n− s− l)δR.

The second tree consists of the links z� → z† → z0. Exit from the state z� leads to z†

and costs (n − s − l)δR. Th cost of the second branch is shown above. The overall

cost of such tree is

A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + min[βR, δS] + (n− s− l)δR.

The third tree consists of the links z† → z� → z0. For the first transition z† → z�,

initially the process moves between the states in Zm,0 with cost A′−min[βS, βR, δS].

From the last z†, the process moves up, by l−m least cost types joining team. Once

there are exactly l members, it is optimal for the rest of R types to join. The cost of

such branch is A′ − min[βS, βR, δS] + (l − m) min[βS, βR]. The overall cost of such

tree is

A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + (l −m) min[βS, βR] + (n− s− l)δR.

From observation min[δS, βR] < (l −m)[βS, βR], the first and second trees have the

least cost.

E(z0) = A′−min[βS, βR, δS]+min[βR, δS]+(n−s−l)δR when l < n−s,m ≤ s and m < l.
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From lemma 12, when l < n− s, and m < s, or m = l, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0}.

The stochastic potential of z0 is

E(z0) = 0 when l ≥ n− s, and m = l, or m < s.

�

LEMMA 14. When l < n− s, the least exponential-cost tree rooted at z� satisfies:

E(z�) =

(l − 1) min[βS, βR] + A′ −min[βS, βR, δS], if m ≤ s and m < l;

(l − 1) min[βS, βR], if m = l, or m > s.

PROOF OF LEMMA 14.

From lemma 12, when l < n − s, and m > s or m = l, the limit states are z∗ ∈

{z0, z�}.

The path z0 → z� passes through the set of states z = {z ∈ Zx,y|x+y = m}. Initially,

the cost m − 1 players join the team overcoming the cost (m − 1) min[βS, βR]. It is

optimal for the mth S type to join. After the birth of l − m the least cost players,

all R types join the team replacing the existing S types. The cost of such tree is the

stochastic potential of z�.

E(z�) = (l − 1) min[βS, βR] when l < n− s, and m > s or m = l.

From lemma 12, when l < n − s, m ≤ s, and m < l, the limit states are z∗ ∈

{z0, z†, z�}. There are three ways to construct a tree rooted at z�. It is either by

z0 → z�, and z† → z�, or z† → z0 → z�, or z0 → z† → z�.

The first tree is z0 → z�, and z† → z�. The cost of the this tree is

(l − 1) min[βS, βR] + A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + (l −m) min[βS, βR].

The second is z† → z0 → z�. The cost of such tree is

A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + min[βR, δS] + (l − 1) min[βS, βR].

The third tree is z0 → z† → z�. The cost of the tree is

(m− 1) min[βS, βR] + A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + (l −m) min[βS, βR].

The third tree has the least exponential cost. Hence, the stochastic potential of z� is

E(z�) = (l−1) min[βS, βR]+A′−min[βS, βR, δS] when l < n−s,m ≤ s, and m < l.
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�

LEMMA 15. When m ≤ s and m < l, the least exponential-cost tree rooted at z† satisfies:

E(z†) =

(m− 1) min[βS, βR] + A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + (n− s− l)δR, if l < n− s;

(m− 1) min[βS, βR] + A′ −min[βS, βR, δS], if l ≥ n− s.

PROOF OF LEMMA 15.

From lemma 12, when l ≥ n− s, m ≤ s, and m < l, the limit states are z∗ ∈ {z0, z†}.

The least cost path z0 → z� involves m − 1 least cost types to join the team over-

coming min[βS, βR]. Once x + y = m − 1, it is optimal for mth S type to join them.

Since now there are exactly l members, the rest of R types join the team without

any cost. Together with the cost of transition among the states z†, the cost of this

tree is

E(z†) = (m−1) min[βS, βR]+A′−min[βS, βR, δS] when l ≥ n−s,m ≤ s, and m < l.

From lemma 12, when l < n − s, m ≤ s, and m < l, the limit states are z∗ ∈

{z0, z†, z�}. There are three ways to construct a tree rooted at z†. It either by z0 → z†,

and z� → z†, or z� → z0 → z†, or z0 → z� → z†.

The first tree is z0 → z†, and z� → z†. It costs

(m− 1) min[βS, βR] + A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + (n− s− l)δR.

The second tree is z� → z0 → z†. It costs

(m− 1) min[βS, βR] + A′ −min[βS, βR, δS] + (n− s− l)δR.

The third tree is z0 → z� → z†. It costs (l − 1) min[βS, βR] + (n − s − l)δR + A′ −

min[βS, βR, δS].

The stochastic potential of z† is the cost of the first/second tree:

E(z†) = (m−1) min[βS, βR]+(n−s−l)δR+A′−min[δS, βR] when l < n−s,m ≤ s, and m < l.

�

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.

1) When m ≤ s and m < l, the good is produced if either

E(z†) < E(z0) =⇒ (m− 1) min[βS, βR] < min[βR, δS] (31)
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and

E(z†) < E(z�) =⇒ (l −m) min[βS, βR] > (n− s− l)δR (32)

or,

E(z�) < E(z0) =⇒ (m−1) min[βS, βR]+(l−m) min[βS, βR] < min[βR, δS]+(n−s−l)δR
(33)

and

E(z�) < E(z†) =⇒ (l −m) min[βS, βR] < (n− s− l)δR. (34)

Assume (31) holds, then there are two possible cases:

• (32) holds and E(z†) = min[E(z0), E(z†), E(z�)],

• (34) holds and E(z�) = min[E(z0), E(z†), E(z�)].

Now assume (33) holds, then there are two possible cases:

• (32) holds and E(z†) = min[E(z0), E(z†), E(z�)],

• (34) holds and E(z�) = min[E(z0), E(z†), E(z�)].

Hence, one of the conditions (31) and (33) is sufficient for the good to be produced.

2) When l < n− s and m > s or m = l, the good is produced if min{E(z0), E(z�)} =

E(z�). From lemmas 13, and 14,

E(z�) < E(z0) =⇒ (l − 1) min[βS, βR] < (n− s− l)δR + min[βR, δS].

3) When l ≥ n− s and m > s or m = l, the good is never produced. The limit state

of such dynamics contain a single state z∗ ∈ {Z0,0}.

The claim is E(z0) < E(z) for all z = {z ∈ Zx,y|z 6= z0}.

There exists zero cost path from all states z 6= z0 to z0. Hence E(z0) = 0.

To construct a tree rooted at any z ∈ Z, where z 6= z0, the zero cost branch leading

from z to z0 is deleted and replaced with a costly path in opposite direction. Hence,

E(z0) < E(z) for all z 6= z0. �



APPENDIX B

Appendices for Chapter 2

B.1. Derivation of the model

In this appendix, we derive the equilibrium outcome for the presented model. Op-

timal weights assigned to the signals are solution to the the following minimization

problem:

min
ω

(1− γ)E[(al − θ)2] + γE[(al − ā)2] (35)

The linear strategy for player l is assumed to be al ≡ A(xl) =
∑n

i=1 ωi
(
θ + ηi + εil

)
.

The restriction
∑n

i=1 ωi = 1, implies al − θ =
∑n

i=1 ωi
(
ηi + εil

)
. Hence, the first

expectation is

E
[
(al − θ)2

]
=

n∑
i=1

ω2
i

(
κ2
i + ξ2

i

)
.

Since players use symmetric strategies, the average action is ā =
∑n

i=n

∑
l′ 6=l ωi

(
θ+ηi+εil′

)
L−1

.

Then,

al − ā = al −
∑

l′ 6=l al

L− 1
=

n∑
i=n

ωi
(
θ + ηi + εil

)
−
∑n

i=n

∑
l′ 6=l ωi

(
θ + ηi + εil′

)
L− 1

=

= θ − (L− 1)

L− 1
θ +

n∑
i=1

ηi

[
ωi −

1

L− 1

∑
l′ 6=l

ωi

]
+

n∑
i=1

ωiεil −
1

L− 1

n∑
i=n

∑
l′ 6=l

ωiεil′ =

=
n∑
i=1

ηi
(L− 1)ωi −

∑
l′ 6=l ωi

L− 1
+

n∑
i=1

[
(L− 1)ωiεil −

∑
l′ 6=l ωiεil′

L− 1

]
The second expectation becomes,

E
(
al−ā

)2
= E

[ n∑
i=1

ηi
(L− 1)ωi −

∑
l′ 6=l ωi

L− 1

]2

+E

[ n∑
i=1

(L− 1)ωiεil −
∑

l′ 6=l ωiεil′

L− 1

]2

=

=
n∑
i=1

κ2
i

[
(L− 1)ωi −

∑
l′ 6=l ωi

L− 1

]2

+
(L− 1)2

∑n
i=1 ω

2
i ξ

2
i

(L− 1)2
+

∑n
i=n

∑
l′ 6=l ω

2
i ξ

2
i

(L− 1)2
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Substituting these expectations back into the (35), yields,

min
ω

(1− γ)
n∑
i=1

ω2
i

(
κ2
i + ξ2

i

)
+ γ

n∑
i=1

κ2
i

[
(L− 1)ωi −

∑
l′ 6=l ωi

L− 1

]2

+ γ
n∑
i=1

ω2
i ξ

2
i +

+ γ

∑n
i=n

∑
l′ 6=l ω

2
i ξ

2
i

(L− 1)2
subject to

n∑
i=1

ωi = 1.

From the symmetry assumption the second term becomes zero, and the last term

is irrelevant to the optimization. Denote ψ̂i = 1
(1−γ)κ2i +ξ2i

, and substitute in the (35),

the problem simplifies to,

min
ω

n∑
i=1

ω2
i

ψ̂i
subject to

n∑
i=1

ωi = 1.

From FOC with respect to ωi: 2ωi

ψ̂i
= λ.

Adding constraint, the solution to the optimization problem is:

ωi =
ψ̂i∑n
j=1 ψ̂j

.

B.2. Tables for hypotheses testing

Tables with p-values from the tests are presented below.

The average weights from the experiment are compared to the theoretical predic-

tions, and p-values are presented in table 1.

TABLE 1. Comparison of the average weight from data and the the-
oretical predictions (p-values)

H0 : ω = ω∗ ω0,ρ = 50 ω0.9,0 = 9 ω0.9,0.6 = 19 ω−1,0 = 67 ω−1,0.6 = 55
Signrank
H1 : ω 6= ω∗ 0.466 0.002 0.005 0.049 0.022

Signtest
H1 : ω 6= ω∗ 0.512 0.021 0.002 0.021 0.180
H1 : ω > ω∗ 0.256 0.011 0.001 0.998 0.971
H1 : ω < ω∗ 0.821 0.998 0.999 0.011 0.090

Table 2 shows p-values for testing hypothesis 2. The average weights from T0 and

T1 are compared to the average weights from T1 and T4, to test if the weights

decrease in coordination game. The average weights from T0 and T1 are com-

pared to the average weights from T2 and T5 to test if the weights increase in

anti-coordination game.
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TABLE 2. p-values for the H2 test

γ = 0.9 γ = −1
H0 : ω0,ρ = ωγ,ρ ω0,0 = ω0.9,0 ω0,0.6 = ω0.9,0.6 ω0,0 = ω−1,0 ω0,0.6 = ω−1,0.6

Signrank
H1 : ω0,ρ 6= ωγ,ρ 0.000 0.056 0.121 0.331

Signtest
H1 : ω0,ρ 6= ωγ,ρ 0.000 0.180 0.455 0.791
H1 : ω0,ρ > ωγ,ρ 0.000 0.089 0.895 0.395
H1 : ω0,ρ < ωγ,ρ 1.000 0.971 0.227 0.788

Table 3 shows p-values from the comparison of average weights between indepen-

dent and correlated signal treatments. MW stands for the Mann-Whitney rank-

sum test, and KS stands for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

TABLE 3. p-values for the H3 test

H0 : ωγ,0 = ωγ,0.6 ω0,0 = ω0,0.6 ω0.9,0 = ω0.9,0.6 ω−1,0 = ω−1,0.6

MW
H1 : ωγ,0 6= ωγ,0.6 0.711 0.010 0.002

KS
H1 : ωγ,0 6= ωγ,0.6 0.882 0.055 0.018
H1 : ωγ,0.6 < ωγ,0 0.503 1.000 0.009
H1 : ωγ,0 < ωγ,0.6 0.825 0.027 1.000

Table 4 shows the evolution of average weights across blocks of 5 rounds for the

aggregate data from coordination sessions. 30 rounds are divided into the block

of 6 sessions. The average weights from each block compared to the next one.

P-values from the comparison are reported in the table below.

TABLE 4. Evolution of weights in the coordination sessions

H0 : ωt = ωt+1 1− 2 2− 3 3− 4 4− 5 5− 6
Signrank

H1 : ωt 6= ωt+1 0.453 0.001 0.001 0.434 0.168
Signtest

H1 : ωt 6= ωt+1 0.572 0.005 0.002 0.851 0.442
H1 : ωt > ωt+1 0.828 0.003 0.001 0.425 0.221
H1 : ωt < ωt+1 0.286 0.999 0.999 0.714 0.876

Table 5 shows the evolution of average weights across blocks of 5 rounds for the

aggregate data from coordination sessions. 30 rounds are divided into the block

of 6 sessions. The average weights from each block compared to the next one.

P-values from the comparison are reported in the table below.
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TABLE 5. Evolution of weights in the anti-coordination sessions

H0 : ωt = ωt+1 5− 10 10− 15 15− 20 20− 25 25− 30
Signrank

H1 : ωt 6= ωt+1 0.028 0.629 0.805 0.453 0.249
Signtest

H1 : ωt 6= ωt+1 0.136 0.851 1.000 0.362 0.362
H1 : ωt > ωt+1 0.068 0.425 0.645 0.900 0.900
H1 : ωt < ωt+1 0.969 0.714 0.500 0.181 0.181

B.3. Instructions

Instructions from the session 1 are presented below.

General Information

Thank you for participating in an experiment. During this experiment you will

be matched with another player and asked to make a decision as a team under 3

different scenarios. Each scenario will be repeated for 10 periods. As a result of

your and your partner’s decision you will earn some points. At the end of the

session, the total points you earned will be converted to pounds and paid to you

in cash. The conversion rate is £1 = 500 points. You will also receive £2.5 as a

show up fee, regardless of your performance.

Read all the instructions carefully. You can read instructions as many times as you

want by navigating between pages with BACK and NEXT buttons. Please, do not

talk to others during the experiment. Raise your hand if you have a question and

one of the instructors will approach you.

Game

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................

Secret Spot

You see a horizontal line on your screen. There is a secret spot on this line which

is not known to anyone. Based on the information you will be given later, You and

your partner need to choose a location on that line closer to the Secret Spot.
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There are 3 scenarios. Each of them will be repeated for 10 periods. You are given

200 points in the start of every period. You will lose points if you ignore the task

given in each scenario.

Scenario 1: Your partner is a computer which always chooses the optimal location.

Your task is to be as close as possible to the secret spot. Your partner’s location do

not have any impact on your profit.

Y ourProfit = 200− (Y ou− SecretSpot)2

You lose the square of the distance between You and the Secret Spot.

Scenario 2: Your partner is a computer which always chooses the optimal location.

Your task is to be close to the secret spot, and at the same time, to be close to your

partner’s location. However, being close to your partner is 9 times more important.

Y ourProfit = 200− 0.1× (Y ou− SecretSpot)2 − 0.9× (Y ou− Partner)2

You lose the square of the distance between You and the Secret Spot, and between

You and your partner. You lose 9 times more if you are far away from your partner.

Scenario 3: Your profit is calculated exactly like in the second scenario. However,

instead of a computer, you will be matched with another participant, but you will

not know each other’s identity.

You will receive one public and one private piece of information about the location

of the Secret spot.

Public Information

The location of the spot will change every period. Each time the spot is more likely

to be 100, but also can be any other location close to 100. The figure below displays

the probability of each location being the secret spot.

The horizontal displays the possible locations and the vertical is the chance of each

location being the secret spot.

You can see from the figure that the most frequent location is 100. There is a very

small chance that the secret spot will be smaller than 100−30 or bigger than 100+30.
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This information is public. Everybody knows, the secret spot is somewhere around

100, but no one knows the actual location.

Private Information

You will also receive a hint privately. The hint shows the location of the Secret Spot

with some error: Hint = SecretSpot+ Error.

The error is always more likely to be 0, but also can be any other number close to

0. The figure below displays the probability of each error to be chosen.

The horizontal displays the possible errors and the vertical is the chance of each

error to be chosen.

You can see that the most frequent error is zero. There is a very small chance that

the error will be smaller than −30 or bigger than +30.

The hint is your private information. Your partner’s hint will be different, because,

the size and the sign of your errors can be different.

Every period, a new error will be chosen for each one of you. You will not see each

other’s hints.
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Choose a location

Above, you see the location of public information (100) and private information

(hint) as blue vertical lines. Two information you receive are equally accurate,

but different in publicity. Public information is perfectly observable by everyone,

but private information is different for each person. You can choose a location

anywhere between them.

You will express the importance of being close to public or private information by

dragging the red box below. As you change the position of the box, you can see the

importance assigned to each information and your location from the small box in

the left. You will also see your location marked as a red vertical line above. Once

you confirm your location profit is calculated based on that choice.

Examples:

Scenario 1

Your task is to be as close as possible to the secret spot. Your partner’s location do

not have any impact on your profit.

Example

Location of the spot 93

Your location 90

Your partner’s location 99

Y ourProfit = 200− (90− 93)2 = 191

Scenario 2 and 3

Your task is to be close to the secret spot, and at the same time, to be close to your

partner’s location. However, being close to your partner is 9 times more important.

Example

Location of the spot 93

Your location 90

Your partner’s location 99

Y ourProfit = 200− 0.1× (90− 93)2 − 0.9× (90− 99)2 = 126.2

Feedback:
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After you and your partner submit location preferences, the computer will calcu-

late your profit according to the formulas presented before. In the feedback screen

you will see the following:

- The actual location of the secret spot for the current period;

- The location chosen by You for the current period;

- The location chosen by your partner for the current period;

- The profit you made for the current period;

- History box, which shows the same information for the previous periods.

End of Instructions

This is the end of the instructions. You can use the Back button to read the instruc-

tions again if you need. When you feel ready, press the START button. You will

be directed to the next screen where you are asked to answer some comprehension

questions. The experiment will start after you answer them correctly.

At the end of the experiment you will be asked to fill in a personal questionnaire.

Any information provided will remain secret.
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Appendices for Chapter 3

C.1. Omitted proofs

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. To prove that, for each θ, V (µ, θ) is increasing in the pre-

cision of own signal, we differentiate the function V (µ, θ) with respect to precision

variables.

V (µ, q) = qπ1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− q)π2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]−

−max{q[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1], (1− q)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]

V (µ, p) = pπ̃1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− p)π̃2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]−

−max{p[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1], (1− p)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]}

Two functions react to the change in own precision similarly. We prove the lemma

for V (µ, p) only. Similar results holds for V (µ, q).

The value of V (µ, p) depends on the action choice of type pwithout supplementary

information.

u(p) = max{p[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1], (1− p)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]}

We check the sign of the FOD for each action choice separately.

Type H chooses action a1 if p[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] > (1− p)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]. Then,

V (µ, p) = pπ̃1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− p)π̃2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]− p[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] =

= −(1− π̃1)p[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− p)π̃2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]

From FOD:

∂V (µ,p)
π̃1

= p[2γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1 − γ]

∂V (µ,p)
π1

= −p(1− γ)(1− π̃1) ≤ 0

∂V (µ,p)
π̃2

= (1− p)
[
2γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2

]
≥ 0

∂V (µ,p)
π2

= (1− p)(1− γ)π̃2 ≥ 0
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The Hessian matrix of the SOD is:

H(p, a1) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2γp (1− γ)p 0 0

(1− γ)p 0 0 0

0 0 2γ(1− p) (1− γ)(1− p)

0 0 (1− γ)(1− p) 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
The first principal minor is positive, D1 = 2γp > 0 , and the second principal

minor is negative, D2 = −(1 − γ)2p2 < 0. The sign pattern shows that there is

neither maxima, nor minima of the function. Maximization problem has a corner

solution.

From FOD, V (µ, p) is increasing in π̃1, π2, and π̃2, and decreasing in π1. Once π̃1 = 1,

it is non decreasing in π1.

Type H chooses action a2 if p[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] < (1− p)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]. Then,

V (µ, p) = pπ̃1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− p)π̃2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]− (1− p)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2] =

= pπ̃1[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1]− (1− p)(1− π̃2)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]

From FOD:

∂V (µ,p)
π̃1

= p[2γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] ≥ 0.

∂V (µ,p)
π1

= p(1− γ)π̃1 ≥ 0.

∂V (µ,p)
π̃2

= (1− p)
[
2γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2 − γ

]
∂V (µ,p)
π2

= −(1− p)(1− γ)π̃2 ≤ 0

The Hessian matrix of the SOD is:

H(p, a2) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2γp (1− γ)p 0 0

(1− γ)p 0 0 0

0 0 2γ(1− p) (1− γ)(1− p)

0 0 (1− γ)(1− p) 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= H(p, a1)

The Hessian is similar to the previous case. From FOD, V (µ, p) is increasing in π̃1,

π1, and π̃2, and decreasing in π2.

Hence, the value of experiment is increasing for each type in the precision of own

signal. �
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4. To prove this proposition we show that both

prices achieve their maximum value when all conditions in the proposition are

satisfied, π̃1 = π̃2 = π1 = 1.

At first, the FOD are found to check how function reacts to the change in each

parameter. Then, the SOD are checked to determine the shape of the function. t(p),

and t(q) are multivariate functions, hence the SOD generates the Hessian matrix.

t(q) = −(1− π1)q[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] + (1− q)π2[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2]

FOD:

∂t(q)
∂π1

= γqπ̃1 + 2(1− γ)qπ1 − (1− γ)q = q
[
γπ̃1 + (1− γ)(2π1 − 1)

]
∂t(q)
∂π̃1

= qγπ1 − γq = −(1− π1)γq ≤ 0

∂t(q)
∂π2

= γ(1− q)π̃2 + 2(1− γ)(1− q)π2 ≥ 0

∂t(q)
∂π̃2

= γ(1− q)π2 ≥ 0.

The Hessian matrix of the SOD is:

Hq
t =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2(1− γ)q γq 0 0

γq 0 0 0

0 0 2(1− γ)(1− q) γ(1− q)

0 0 γ(1− q) 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
The first principal minor is positive, D1 = 2(1 − γ)q > 0, the second principal

minor is negative, D2 = 0 − γ2q2 = −γ2q2 < 0. The sign pattern shows there

is neither maxima, nor minima of the function. The maximization problem has a

corner solution.

From FOD, t(q) is increasing in π1, π2, and π̃2. Once π1 = 1, it is non-decreasing in

π̃1. Hence t(q) is maximized by setting π1 = π̃1 = π2 = π̃2 = 1.

t(p) = [γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1][pπ̃1 + (q− p)π1− q] + [γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2][(1− p)π̃2− (q− p)π2]

FOD:

∂t(p)
∂π1

= (1− γ)pπ̃1 − (1− γ)q + γ(q − p)π̃1 + 2(1− γ)(q − p)π1

∂t(p)
∂π̃1

= 2γpπ̃1 + (1− γ)pπ1 + γ(q − p)π1 − γq
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∂t(p)
∂π2

= (1− γ)(1− p)π̃2− γ(q− p)π̃2− 2(1− γ)(q− p)π2 = −2(1− γ)π2−
[
γ(q− p)−

(1− γ)(1− p)
]
π̃2

∂t(p)
∂π̃2

= 2γ(1− p)π̃2 − γ(q − p)π2 + (1− γ)(1− p)π2

The sign of the first derivatives are not clear. The Hessian matrix of the SOD is:

Hp
t =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2(1− γ)(q − p) (1− γ)p+ γ(q − p) 0 0

(1− γ)p+ γ(q − p) 2γp 0 0

0 0 −2(1− γ)(q − p) (1− γ)(1− p)− γ(q − p)

0 0 (1− γ)(1− p)− γ(q − p) 2γ(1− p)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
The first principal minors is positive, D1 = 2(1 − γ)(q − p) > 0, and the second

principal minor is negative,

D2 = 4γ(1− γ)p(q − p)− (1− γ)2p2 − 2γ(1− γ)p(q − p)− γ2(q − p)2 =

= 2γpq − 2γp2 − 2γ2pq + 2γ2p2 − p2 + 2γp2 − γ2p2 − γ2p2 + 2γ2qp− γ2q2 =

= 2γpq − p2 − γ2q2 = −(p− γq)2 < 0

The sign pattern shows the maximization problem has a corner solution. FOD are

positive at π1 = π̃1 = 1, the function is increasing in both precisions. Setting π̃2 = 1,
∂t(p)
∂π̃2

> 0 for any values of π2. The optimal value for π2 is not clear. Hence t(p) is

maximized by setting π1 = π̃1 = π̃2 = 1.

Combining two results , the monopolist sets π1 = π̃1 = π̃2 = 1 to increase both

prices. �

PROOF OF CONJECTURE 1. We check the conjecture 1 is satisfied under the op-

timal menu.

q[γπ̃1 + (1− γ)π1] ≥ (1− q)[γπ̃2 + (1− γ)π2].

After substituting the results from proposition 4, the inequality becomes:

q > (1− q)[γ + (1− γ)π]

From assumption 1, q > 1
2
. The above inequality is satisfied for all values of π, as

1− q < 1
2
, and [γ + (1− γ)π] ∈ [0, 1].

Thus, type L chooses action a1 without supplemental information. �

PROOF OF COROLLARY 1. We solve V N(p) ≥ 0, to find the π̄ that satisfies the

participation constraint of type H.

V N(p) = p− (1− p)[γ + (1− γ)π] + (q − p)π[γ + (1− γ)π] ≥ 0.
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Let’s look at the FOD and SOD, to find how V N(p) reacts to the changes in π.

∂V N(p)

∂π
= γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p) + 2(1− γ)(q − p)π

∂2V N(p)

∂π2
= 2(1− γ)(q − p) > 0

V N(p) it takes negative value at π = 0, and positive value at π = 1. The second

order derivative with respect to π is positive, which means, V N(p) is strictly in-

creasing in π ∈ [0, 1]. Hence there is a value of π such that V N(p) = 0, lets denote

it by π̄. It is a minimum value the optimal π can take under the non-congruent

beliefs case: πN = max{π̄,min{1, π∗}}.

V (p) can be rearranged as follows,

(1− γ)(q − p)π2 + [γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)]π − γ(1− p) + p ≥ 0

(1− γ)(q − p)
[
π2 +

γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)
(1− γ)(q − p)

π
]
− γ(1− p) + p ≥ 0[

π2 +
γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)

(1− γ)(q − p)
π
]
≥ γ(1− p)− p

(1− γ)(q − p)

Add
(
γ(q−p)−(1−γ)(1−p)

2(1−γ)(q−p)

)2

to both sides of the inequality,

π2 +
γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)

(1− γ)(q − p)
π +

(γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)
2(1− γ)(q − p)

)2

≥

≥ γ(1− p)− p
(1− γ)(q − p)

+
(γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)

2(1− γ)(q − p)

)2

[
π +

γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)
2(1− γ)(q − p)

]2

≥ γ(1− p)− p
(1− γ)(q − p)

+
(γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)

2(1− γ)(q − p)

)2

Next, take the square root of both sides. The square root of the RHS is found by

approximation. If x = x0 +h, then by approximation f(x) ≈ f(x0) + f ′(x0)(x−x0).

Let’s set x0 =
(
γ(q−p)−(1−γ)(1−p)

2(1−γ)(q−p)

)2

, h = γ(1−p)−p
(1−γ)(q−p) , and f(x) =

√
x. Then,

f(x0) =
√
x0 = γ(q−p)−(1−γ)(1−p)

2(1−γ)(q−p) , and f ′(x0) = 1
2

1√
x0

= (1−γ)(q−p)
γ(q−p)−(1−γ)(1−p) .

Hence the inequality becomes,

π +
γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)

2(1− γ)(q − p)
≥ γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)

2(1− γ)(q − p)
+

+
(1− γ)(q − p)

γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)
× γ(1− p)− p

(1− γ)(q − p)
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π+
γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)

2(1− γ)(q − p)
≥ γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)

2(1− γ)(q − p)
+

γ(1− p)− p
γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)

π̄ ≥ γ(1− p)− p
γ(q − p)− (1− γ)(1− p)

�
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